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([ ristmas
from us, the British
breakers' magazine,
to all CB'ers everywhere.
May we wish you all the best for
Christmas? To the new FM users, .
lefs hope you enjoy your Christmas and to AM operators
intending to try a Christmas
DX link . . . . . Season's
Greetings.

Christmas

Ironl tour
designed and

drawl by our
own inimitable
llkz. Cartoonisl
exlr.dluire nd originator 'f Rulaek.
w~ • •lso .Iskn yoo
• Merry Ckrislmu

01

...., ~."
page 34.

y.t..\"\

73 & 55 to you and yours.
See you all with January's
issue to wish you all a Happy
New Year.
From the Editor & Staff,
QRT
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You've got to go some
to be King of CB
in the States.
There's no tougher field in the world of CB than
;'",-,,-._......-__~ ..
the States.
So COLT has got to be some rig to hold its
.FIlls -....:~,
place as number one - and to dominate the
\
'1' ~
field everywhere else CB has been legalised. ' 11 lI~b ~
The quality, dependability, backup service
rJqt-ti~ IN
and price of COLT radios take care of that.
'
~ \'
;
-.;;:;And now that COLT has at last been released
here in Britain, theres going to be some stampede
among British CB'rs.
So beat everyone to it- post the coupon below to
Shellpost for details of your local dealer.
And you'll soon be rubbing shoulders with the CB
King of the States.

/1:lAtlI

COLT*-CB King of the States
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Pan
NTERNATIONAL

ANYDlNAS+
AceESSOR• •

Pan

, INTERNATIONAL

Pan Mini-Beam
The most compact 3-element-mlnlbeam In the CB-market. Very high performance with 11 dB gain. Use for 10 m
and 11 m. The top of the three beams
can be tuned. The elements can be took
to pieces. Fastened on 8 boom of 30-45
mm die. Can be used horizontal and
vertical.
Impedance:
Frequency:

52 ohm
26-29 MHz

Gain:
11 dB
Connector:
Pl259
Length x Breath: 2,40 m x 2,60 m

order-no. 11060

Pan Mini-GP

Pan 5/8
base
antenna
a

1/2 wlve bllconY"lntennl with I
very high perlormlnce. Thl. Intennl cln be .et up In even the tlghte.t
,plce•. 2 .peclll coli. provide. a

The star of ba.e-antennas. A 5/8

base .tatlon antenna produced
by duralumlnlum. It shows
highest) 'tran.mlttlng efficiency
by putting the .Ignal nea, to the
grCl~nd for maximum ranges.
You hardly will find 8 better
antenna. Complete with 3
radials, length each 1,80 m.

I'

I

Geln:

Impedance:
VSWR:
length:
Wind Survival:
Connector:
Weight:

8,5 dB

52 ohm
1,4:1 or better
6,82 m
88 mph
PL 259
2,9 kg

Pan balcony and
window antenna

high gain, AdJultabla radlll com-

plete with mounting bracket.

G:D

Fntqulncy:
Impadance:

2.H<!,Hz

WlVe Ratio:

1/2 vlrtlCl1

5-:1 ohm

'YSWR:
Gltn:
length:

1,4:1.
3 dB
2,05 m ~

order-no. 11094

order-no. 11017
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Prolllll..... dldlblltor In IMI8nd ..:

Pan

one of the greatest
marks for CB, radiocommunications
and accessories In INTERNATIONAL
the CB world guarantles for quality
Dealer please ask for
our catalogue and price list

Pan DV-27

.c. .... c:r. ,1IfOr.
.......,
.,a.......
...
-.

.................
........... -.....

A new DV 27 antenna complete with
mount, stick, wing nut, TA mount-

'!Ne Is

.... I' 1'1....,.,

connector and cable. The speciality of ~hl. antenna: You can screw off
the stick and the same base Is suit·

';"

able lor any FIRESTICK, POWERSTICK, SUPERSTICK, etc. without
another adapter. An adapter belongs to the antenna.

Length:
VSWR:
Color:
Impedance:

..

..... ID . . . . .

::

1,39 m
1,1
sliver grey
52 ohm

114

.,

. w.lJlll:
........ JII"

order-no. 12038

.....
.••

"Ia'r'

0IlIr.

•, *
'C"!'

1'-.
1,1.
IlL

."

-

Pan direction finding
antenna
Fox-hunting Is one of the most popular CB-hobbles. For It every breaker

need our Pan-Dlrectlon-Flndlng- Antenna. This antenna Is constructed In
such 8 way that you
can find the place
from which a transmission Is coming
from. With adapter
box and the possibility to adjust. Very handy and suit·
able for receiver.
30 cm dls.
order-no. 11087

Pan Magnet
One of the .lronge.1 magnetlc mobll antennas In the CB-market.
Length 60 cm· SWR 1,5:1 or better
• very high gain power - complete

with 4 m cable and PL.connector.
order-no. 12074
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by E. A. Rule. Port 3
This month we shall take a look at some of the
problems that arise from the use of SSB. In fact most
of these problems are common to all types of transmission but for reasons which it is hoped will
become clearer later some of the problems are
worse when SSB is used.

Crossmodulation
Most operators have at some time or the other
been in a situation where a nearby transmitter
seems to put signals out on all channels at once!
The first reaction is to blame the other transmitter
but in fact in almost every case its the receiver that
is at fault. In iocations where there are many transmitters in use the problem caused can be so bad as
to prevent operation altogether with some rigs.
The most common cause of this probiem is in the
design of the receiver RF amplifier and mixer stages
of the rig in use. The RF stage has to provide amplification to the weaker signals so that they are at the
required strength for the mixer stage. It also has to
reduce the strength of the very strong signals to
prevent overloading of the mixer. With a good
design the RF stage can handle signals over a range
of 60 to 80 dB (1 000 to 10,000 to 1), Le., from around
0.5 micro volts to 5 millivolts with the top designs
able to handle signals up to around 100 millivolts or
so. The amount of gain produced (or attenuation) is
controlled by the automatic gain control system
and/or a manual RG gain control.
At 27 MHz the bandwidth of the RF stage is wide
enough to cover all the channels because it is not
practical to obtain enough selectivity at this frequency to select only one channel. The result of this
is that all signals get amplified at the same time by
the same amount (the actual selectivity to receive
only one channel at a time comes later in the IF
stages). The reason for the problem now begins to
be seen. If, for example, you are receiving a signal
on one channel and the automatic gain has adjusted
for the strength of this particular signal and then a
very much stronger signal comes up on another
channel it will be amplified by the same amount as
the weaker signal with the result that it overloads
the RF stage. When this happens it will be distorted
due to the non-linear operation it is causing. When a
stage is operating in a non-linear manner it will MIX
all the signals passing through it, thus generating
many new frequencies which were not present in
the first place. For example: if we take two frequencies only (in practice there would be many
more), 27.305 and 27.315 (Chn 30 and 31), call
these F1 and F2. Now 2F2-F1 =F3. So 27.305 X
2=54.61-27.315=27.295, Le., we now have a signal
on channel 29 which consists of a mixture of both
the channel 30 and 31 signals. Many more combina-
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tions of frequencies can occur depending on the
amount of overload and the design of the receiver.
The problem can be reduced by always operating
with the RF gain control (if fitted) at the MINIMUM
possible which will still receive the wanted signal.
The onset of this type of mixing is quite sudden and
often a small reduction in signal or gain will produce
a large reduction in interference.
For minimum cross modulation always operate
with the minimum amount of RF gain and avoid the
use of extra RF pre-amps which will only make the
problem worse. To prevent causing the problem to
others, always use the minimum amount of power to
maintain the contact. Big Linears are unsocial! If two
stations are located close together their respective
aerials should be as far apart as possible, possibly
with a building between them. This will keep the
signal strength between them to a minimum, and
reduce the problem with cross modulation.

Desensitising
This is a simiiar problem to crossmodulation but
the effect is different. In this case the stronger signal operates the receiver automatic gain control
circuits which then reduce the gain to suit with the
result that the weaker signal is reduced as well. In
extreme cases it can completely vanish. If the
stronger signal is on another channei it can cause
this effect without the operater knowing why the
signal he's trying to copy keeps becoming weak or
vanishing altogether. This effect is more common
with the FM system. The cure is the same as for
crossmodulation, although it is also dependent on
the way the receiver obtains its automatic gain
control voltage.

RF feedback
This is a common problem when fitting external
accessories, such as power microphones, speech
processors, etc. The cause is exactly the same as
interference to stereo hi-fi equipment and the same
types of cures will apply. The transmitted RF gets
picked up on the external audio leads and then
feeds into the microphone amplifying stage. At this
point it is 'detected' and converted to audio, as such
it is treated just like a normal audio signal and will
modulate the transmitter. When transmitted it is
picked up by the external audio leads and goes
around the system again, and again, and ... the
result in practice is either a slightly distorted signal
where the pick-up is slight or a nasty howl where the
RF pick-up is really strong. More than one cure may
be required to completely get rid of the problem and
the recen't series "of artide- on' j'nlerlerElnce pulJ-"
.lished in CB Radio will be found helpful. RF feed-
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back is one of the most com mon reasons why accessories often seem not to work as they should. Many
rigs will not tolerate additional accessories due to
the lack of internal RF filtering fitted to the rig. The
later rigs are very much better in this respect.
When accessories fail to work as they should,
always check for RF feedback before complaining to
the supplier. Put the rig onto a dummy load and get
someone close by to monitor your signal. (A dummy
load will always radiate a small amount). RF feedback is very unlikely to occur on a dummy load and
the accessories should work satisfactorily under
these conditions. If they do, reconnect the aerial
system. If the accessories no longer work, then the
problem is RF feedback. As a matter of interest, it is
not unknown for RF feedback to upset the working
of a stabilised power supply, so if in doubt, always
check the station out using a dummy load.

Distorted modulation
The most common cause of this problem is simply
talking too loud and too close to the microphone!
The average microphone supplied with the rig is
designed to be used at a distance of around 4in
from the mouth and with the operator speaking
across not into the grill. Don't shout, a normal conversational voice is all that is required. Used like this
most rigs will give a signal out of very good quality,
and surprisingly, one that's easier to copy at the
other end. It's not a case of the louder you shout the
further you get, because the rigs have built-in
limiters which REDUCE the overall level of modulation if you overdrive the audio circuits. Just the
reverse to what you would expect! Power microphones can also have the same effect unless they
are used correctly. A 'rule of thumb' method of setting up the modulation was given in Part 2 of this
series. A correctly operated rig will have a better
'copy' than one where the modulation is distorted, it
is only the distortion which ."akes it sound louder
but when conditions are difficult it will be less easy
to copy. Reverb, and similar items all make the
signal LESS easy to copy. If you want to do the job
correctly use one of the speech processors available which are designed to improve copy.

Aerials
One question that has come up over and over
again is: Will certain types of aerial work on FM? The
answer is YES. An aerial will work on ANY MODE of
transmission providing it is designed for the transmitting frequency in use. The same applies to TVI filters, etc. The new regulations concerning CB do not
change the statement above. An aerial is for a given
frequency of operation, the mode doesn't matter.
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SWR
Much has been written elsewhere on this subject
but one point not mentioned as far as the writer
knows concerns a simple check. Although meters
built into rigs are not on the whole very accurate
there is a way to prove your SWR and that is to note
the reading you are getting on your particular meter.
Then to add into the feeder an extra quarter wave
length of feeder. If your original reading was correct, the new reading with the extra length of feeder
should be the same. Do use the same type of coax,
of course, for the extra length of feeder. The actual
length is not critical and can be between 6 and 10
feet. Do use proper connectors at each end. If the
reading changes when the extra length is added it
means that your aerial is not matched and that you
'just happened' to have a feeder of a suitable length
which acted as a matching stub. However, it would
also mean that the feeder was radiating except by a
very small amount. Changes of readings of less than
20% are in practice not worth chasing. Be sure to
reset the forward referenrE' reading each time you
make a measurement.
To check the actual meter fitted to a rig, connect a
dummy load directly to the rig's output socket. Do
not use any coaxial cable between the two. The
readings obtained will show how accurate your
particular meter is. There should, of course, be no
refected power when the dummy load is used. However, most meters will show some but it should be
less than 1'.2 to 1 if the meter is to be of practical
use.

Received signal strength meters
In general these are not very accurate and cannot be relied upon except as a rough indication of
signals. The gain of the receiver itself will vary
between channels and comparisons between different channels cannot be made with accuracy.
Rigs, even of the same model, will vary and quite
often the reports each way will be different even
when the same rig and aerial is in use. Don't panic,
it's not that one rig is better than the other (although
this is possible) it's more than likely that one meter
is 'mean' compared with the other. The only thing
that really matters after all is, 'Can you copy or not?'.
However, they can be very useful devices for
setting up aerials, etc., by comparing the readings
obtained on the same rig and on the same channel,
but they must not be used for absolute
measurements unless they have been calibrated
against a known reference.
Next month we shall turn attention to the FM
system.
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NEW FORCE Ltd.
ARE YOU OFF CHANNEL?

LOOK!!
ALL IN STOCK NOW

* CRYSTALS, All FREQUENCIES AVAILABLE *
* COMPREHENSIVE REPAIR SERVICE OFFERED THROUGH OUR
1A7130
1A7204
TA720SAP
1101222
1A7310

170
3.55
3.$2
3.75
2.58

2SC1969
2SC2028
2SC2029
2SC2078
2SC2091

2.80
1.65
2.40
2.70

25"715

0.75
1.30
1 12
1.00
1.80

2SC495

095

TBA81QP

2SC496

1.20
1.52

UPC575C2
UPCI001H

2.35
3.66

AN214Q/124
AN240

2.85
1.59

UPC1Q25H
UPC1156H

2.49

PLl02A

4.50
3.52
3.95
8.00

lA4031P
lA4400
lC7120
lC7130

3.80
3.64
3.00

2.75
147

BOX33C
145106

2.00
8.00

2.47

HAI368

3.00

2.75

AN71SO

1.34

78108

3.50
.60

M1513L
M51515L
MB3712
MRF450A
MRF475

2$1<.33
2$K19

2SC1096
2SC11721f

2SCl173Y
2SCl306

2SC'J07
2SC1449
2SC1618
2SC1945
2SCl953
2SC1957
2SC2314

1.3\

2SC2075

2.!tO

MRF417

140

?SCl166

2.50

TA7120

MAIL ORDER
CHEQUES & POs
INCLUDING 50p pap
PLUS 15% VAT TO
NEW FORCE LTD.

•

•

~• ~\m'\~C~B~ •~

•
•
•
•
• •
••
2nd SHOP NOW OPEN
••
:

ASSOCIATE 'RIG DOCTORS'

78l0S
351<.45

••••••••••••••••••••

us

.

4.40

5.00

"
3'.
3.95
4.5\

12.95

325
10.45
2.75

SUMMERHILL LODGE
IDEN GREEN
BENENDEN
KENT
Tel: (058082) 386

WE BUY BIGGER YOU BUY CHEAPER

MAY DAY? MAY DAY?
May Day CB supplies Dublin - London
Be sure of your Xmas stock in the following rigs:

Cobra 148 GTL OX
Colt 210
Ham International
Midland AM FM
Comtron 40 AM FM and more
Coronal FR360 AM SSB
Pacific 240 AM SSB 80 FM

V'I11t.•: •

:

:• We Know howtoturnYOuOn! :•
••

•

WE ARE BACKED BY THE LARGEST
WAREHOUSES IN THE COUNTRY
EVERYTHING IN STOCK
FITIING SERVICE

•
•

37 Station Rd, Rickmansworth
Hertfordshire
Tel: RICKMANSWORTH 70634

•

••

•
•
•

•••
•
•

••
••
OPEN SEVEN DA YS
••••••••••••••••••••
8.JOam·7.00 pm Mon.-Sal., 10.00 am-4.00 pm Sun.

•

•

Cl CB 1la41o.

CS AA•••
ASSlaa••tIS
~.

I,YM)( TIIA-)JilG'STATe
..y .."...... 'CD
Y~'Y'l. 71?aZ
SIIOP ENTlltfl.'I' ',I)IEVcfrf:J>

Phone us today and we'll deliver within '24 hrs
100 miles outside London. Any quantities,
small or large. Contact our London office
through Dublin 31 '2738.

1"0 'iJKeAKERS fOR _EAIC"E,tS
(c:w It RA-rES)

ASK FOR JOHN MAY
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FINELMS ELECTROMECH LTD.
OF
WARRINGTON
As a company involved with the transversion of AM CB equipment to MPT 1320 FM
(British specification). as featured in CB Radio Magazine (September). we have
been inundated with letters and phone calls from the public and trade expressing
interest in this scheme. We will shortly be announcing our list of national agents who
wiil be authorised to undertake this work on our behalf and apologise for any delay
you might have experienced in trying to obtain this information.

Our first transve:rte:d rig

We are still accepting written applications from the trade only, who are suitably
qualified and equipped to carry out transversions to MPT 1320 and who have no
objection to Home Office scrutiny.

FINELMS ELEClROMECH LTD.
50 Parker Street, Warrington, Cheshire
rei: 0925 574691
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Flnte.nna5 an£l
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LB fre.£lLJe.nc.Ie.5
by F. C. Judd, FISTC. MIOA. Assoc. IPRE. - Part 14
Co-axial cables
The article previous to this (Part 13) dealt with the
more technical aspects of transmission line which is
the line or cable carrying power from transmitter to
antenna. For CB radio, on either of the two frequency bands, 27MHz or 934MHz, the co-axial type
of cable with an impedance of 50 ohms is most commonly used. The construction of two of the most
common types of co-axial cable used for radio communications are illustrated in Fig. 1. For most
27MHz antenna installations where the cable run is
relatively short, e.g., around 50 to 60 feet, the solid
dielectric type of cable such as UR43 or RG58U is
normally suitable, the loss or attenuation factor of
these cables being in the region of 1.5dB per
hundred feet (at 27MHz). By comparison, lower loss
type co-axial cable such as UR67 has an attenuation factor in the region of 1dB per hundred feet.
However, 'decibel' figures by themselves are meaningless unless properly applied in order to determine actual power loss due to cable attenuation.
The decibel is derived from a logarithmic ratio and
when related to power the appropriate 'ratio' figure
must be used. (Note: when applied to voltage or current the ratio figure is different). It must also be
known whether the decibel figure to be used is
indicative of loss (negative dB) or gain (positive dB).
In the case of power loss in co-axial cables we are
dealing with negative dB and to establish the power
loss in a cable the power ratio directiy related to the
dB figure must be used. (See Table 1).
TABLE 1

(NegQtive)

DECIBEL LOSS TO POWER RATIO
-Decibel loss

o

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4

0.5
0.6

0.8

1.0
1.5

2.0
2.5

3.0
4.0

5.0

10

Power Ratio

-Decibel loss

Power Ratio

1.000
0,977
0,995
0,933
0,912
0.891
0.87·1
0.831
0.794
0.707
0.631
0.562
0.501
0,398
0.316

6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0
10.0
11.0
12.0
13.0
14.0
15.0
16.0
17.0
18.0
19.0
20.0

0.251
0.199
0.158
0.125
0.100
0.079
0.063
0.050
0.039
0.031
0.025
0.019
0.015
0.012
0,010

~(r-~~
A
l§31-~

B
ng.1
CA) Co-axlol cable wlrh single (or stranded) wire In 0 conductor moulded
Into solid polythene core. Outer conductor Is braided copper with 0 cover of
PVC. Overoll diameter of these cobles varIes with types.
(D) Typical low loss co-axial coble with single Inner conductor entwined
with polythene thread contained In Q polythene tube. Outer conductor Is
braided copper with 0 cover of PVC. These cables sometimes hove 0
stronded Inner wire conductor within the polyThene tube.

Examples of cable loss
The attentuation factor for a co-axial cable is
normally given in dB per uni length which may be
per one, 10 or 100 metres or per foot, 10 or 100 feet
and which usually only applies to specific spot frequencies, e.g., 1MHz, 10MHz, 100MHz, 1000MHz
and so on. to be on the safe side the nearest frequency higher than that actually used should be
taken, i.e., for 27MHz this would be 1OOMHz. Cable
manufacturers do not normally quote attentuation
factors and other performance parameters for every
frequency within the normal radio spectrum.
In order to determine the approximate amount of
power loss in a co-axial cable the following must be
known. Frequency at which the cable is being used
(or approximate). The TOTAL length of cable to be
used and the attenuation (loss) factor for the cable.
For example, at 27MHz the cable to be used (or is in
use) is 60 feet long. It has an attenuation factor in
the region of 2.5dB per 100 feet which is 0.25dB per
foot, so the total for 60 feet is 0.025 X 60
1.5dB.
The negative power ratio from Table 1 is 0.707. The
power from ihe transmitter is 4 watts. Therefore, the
power arriving at the antenna is 0.707 X 4 which is
2.828 watts. The power lost in the cable is 4 - 2.828
which is 1.712 watts.

=
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50 OHM CO-AXIAL CABLES FOR 27MHz
CAOLE

TYPE
NUMBER

Approxlmare
Moxlmum CADL£
VELOCITY attenuation 01 27MHz Power
outside
FACTOR
raring
diameter
dO/100ft dD/foot
WAllS
INCHES

UR(M)74

0.664

0.45

0.0045

1900

0.870

NOTE ON
CABLE LENG1l4

Up 10100 leel
or more
Up to 100 feel
or more
Up to 100 leel

UR(M)75

0.664

0.45

0.0045

1900

0.870

UR(M)4

0.666

1.00

0-01

600

0.405

UR(M)67

0.666

1.00

0.01

540

0.405

Up to 100 feel

UR(M)43

0.674

1.5

(".015

130

0.195

UR(M)76

0.674

2.5

0.025

130

0.195

For average
50-60 leet run
For average

UR(M)115

0.674

2.0

0.02

170

0.285

50·60 feel run
For average

T(M)3234

0.820

1.2

0.01 2

200

0.270

50-60 leet run
Up to 100 feet

UR(M)91

0.666

1.0

0.01

1450

0.433

Up to 100 feet

UR(M)112

0.666

1.0

0.01

1450

0.433

Up 10 100 feel

UR(M)115

0.666

1.95

0.09

440

0.275

T(M)3319

0.686

0.625

0.0062

1400

0.53

RG58U

0.659

1.5

0.015

175

0.195

For average
70-80 leet run
Up to 100 feet
or more
For average
50·60 feet run
Up 10 100 leet
or more
Up la 100 leel
or more
Up to 100 leel
or more

RG8U

0.659

0.625

0.0062

800

0.405

RG17U

0.659

0.5

0.005

2300

0.87

RG8AU

0.75

1.0

0.01

800

0.405

TABLE 2
The cables listed above have been selected from available manufacturers'
lists but may not 011 be stocked by CD radio deolen. UR(M) and T(M) types
ore from current DICC lists. Those with the prefix RG ore of American origin
and the most common being sold in the UK ore type RG58U and RG8U.
Many cables mode to British Standards spedflcotlon 2316 ore equivalent to
Amerkan RG types.
The only cables that would be suifable for 934MHz ore UP.(M)74 or 75,
!T(M)3319, RG17U, UR(M)91 and UR(M)112 which at this frequency hove
on offenuotion foetor In the region 2 to 3dD per 10 metres length.

fore be 0.875 X 4 which is 3.5 watts. The power lost
in the cable is therefore 0.5 watts. The use of a cable
with lower loss has, in this case, ensured another 1.2
watts at the antenna.
BEWARE OF CHEAP CABLE. Make sure that any
cable you purchase is of good quality and that the
real attenuation factor is what il should be. There is
a lot of cheap foreign made 50 ohm cable being sold
which, even though marked with a recognized type
number, may have a high loss factor. The performance characteristics of various 50 ohm co-axial
cables generally available in the UK are given in
Table 2.

Checking co-axial cable for

1055

A method of checking co-axial cable loss was described some time ago in CB Radio (March, '81) but
for the benefit of new readers can be done wilh
reasonable accuracy with the aid of a 50 ohm
dummy load and a VSWR meter used as illustrated
in Fig. 2. The output from the transmitter is first connected to the VSWR meter via a very short length of
co-axial cable. Set the VSWR meter control to read
the power level produced by the transmitter. The
VSWR itself will be 1 to 1. Now connect the length of
cable to be tested between the transmitter and the
VSWR meter as shown. Loss due to the cable will be
indicated by the meter as a drop in the power levei
although the VSWR itself will remain 1 to 1. As an
example, if the power from the transmitter is 4 watts
direct into the dummy load but 3 watts with the
cable being tested connected in, then the indicated
power loss of 1 watt expressed in decibels, would be
10 Log 10 '14 which is 1.2dB. If the cable being tested
had an impedance of other than 50 ohms then the
VSWR would not be 1 to 1. For instance, if a VSWR of
1.5 to 1 were obtained then the cable impedance
would be 1.5 X 50, or 75 ohms. You could have been
sold a cable of the wrong impedance.

Cable plug connections
The above example represents a fairly large
power loss which can be reduced by using a cable
with a lower attenuation factor. Let us say that for a
total length of 60 feet an alternative cable has an
attenuation factor of 0.75dB total. The power ratio
for this is 0.875. The power from the transmitter is 4
watts. The power arriving at the antenna will there-

Transmitter

It is very important that co-axial cable plugs are
properly connected. Open or short circuits, or
screening braid not in contact with the plug body
will cause a very high VSWR with a reflected power
level high enough to damage a transmitter output
stage, especially if this is transistorized and has no
overload protection.

-i"Dummy
Load 50 ohms

VSWR 1 101

1--~:_;;re_~~O_;'_""_"

Power
indicated
wilh cable
in circuil

Fig. 2
Method of checking the power loss in 0 length of cable. Flnt set meter to
read TX output power with very short cable to VSW'R meter. Note feodlng.
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-8-------

Reference
power level

Connect In cable to be tested. Note difference In reading and subtracf this
from original reading to ascertain cable loss in· power/wafts. See text for
example.
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The commonly used PL259 plug will take large
diameter cable but may otherwise be available with
an adaptor for small diameter cable. Some versions
are made for one or the other only. When an adaptor
is used for small diameter cable the method of
connection is as illustrated in Fig. 3. The method of
connection for large diameter cable is show in Fig. 4.
Co-axial cable is reasonably tough and capable of
withstanding wide changes in climate. It will
normally last a long time providing it is properly
installed in the first place. When handling co-ax
don't try to straighten out kinks by pulling on the
cable as this can damage the inner conductor. Carefully 'unwind' any kinks before installation. Avoid
sharp bends along the run between transmitter and
antenna. A join could be made between two lengths
of co-ax by means of small electrical connectors or
by soldering, although a join of this nature would

Orold

b
\

,

.

Coupling and
lock ring

Plug assembly
~

c
Cobie inner.solder here

Fig.

a

Solder
hole

"'-COUPling and
lock ring

4

Connecting a Pl259 co· axial plug 10 0 large diameter cable. Ca and b)
Preparatian of cable. Cc) Connection 10 olug body.

b

c

d
$Oldu

a

~Ole

Fig. 3

Connecting 0 Pl259 co~oxjol plug to 0 small diameter cable. (0 and b)
Preparation of cable. Cc) Fitting adoptor if used. (d) Final connection fa
plug body.

almost certainly cause an impedance change and
consequent loss of power. The best way to join two
lengths of co-axial cable is to use a proper 50 ohm
coupler which has the equivalent of a socket entry
each end to take a PL259 plug. AT 27MHz these
couplers will not cause an 'impedance bump' or loss
of power. If a join of this nature has to be located
outdoors it must also be well taped to prevent moisture entering. In fact the most important of all precautions with the installation of co-axial cable is to
prevent moisture getting into any outside connection and which will eventually find its way into
the· cable and ruin it completely for all time. The
most common point of moisture entry is via connection at the antenna. PL259 plug to socket connections, even when tight, are by no means waterproof of their own accord and unless a weather protection sleeve of some kind is used should be well
covered with adhesive insulation tape. Careless
handling of co-axial cable can cause the outer cover
to split and this will let moisture in which in a very
short time will cause the screening braid underneath to become corroded, the result of this also
being permanent damage to the cable.

F.M. RIGS NOW AVAILABLEI
If you are confused by the
choice come to the ~pecialists.
Quality engraved handle badges
now available. Send £1.00,
details of your handle + self
addressed envelope. Club
discounts available, also card
laminates, button badges.
key·rings, T. Shirts etc.
Please phone lor details.

(Trade enquiries welcome)

-
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"Homeinon
Halfordsfor
CB rigs and

accessories~'

The Binatone
Speedway. A perfect
buc)get ·priced set for either the novice or
CB user who requires just a basic unit.
Features - Rotary Channel Selector
- On/Off volume control- Squelch control
Great value at just £69.95
The Barracuda HB 940.
Real value·far·money in this feature· packed
under·dash unit. Features - Rotary Channel
Selector - On/Off volume control - Squelch
control - RF gain control - Microphone gain
control - Delta tune
A super buy at only £89.95
The Binatone 5 Star.
A superb model for the real enthusiast.
Features - On/Off volume control - Rotary
Channel Selector - Squelch control- RF gain
control- Microphone gain control - Delta tune
-Internal/External speaker switch
Amustat£99.95
The Binatone Breaker Phone.
Ideal for cars where under·dash space is
limited. All controls within telephone type
handset with special mounting clip supplied.
Features - On/Off volume control- CB/PA
switch - Squelch control-Internal/External
speaker switch - Up/Down channel shift buttons
Real value at £95.45
(available December).

S
o
el"""';;'

.
I-lALF'ORDS
~

ACCESS.BARCLAYCARDAND
PROVlDENT/PRACTICALCHEKS
AND VOUCHERS ACCEPTED
AT ALL MAINLAND STORES.

Ali offers are subject to avatlability and while stocks last and may not apply in
N.lreland and the Channel Islands. Prices correct at time or going to press.
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Sound

~VlSion

NOWOPEN IN CROYDON

Advertiser

FM CB RADIOS

SOUND EQUIPMENT
SOUND INSTALLATIONS
SOUND ADVICE
SOUNDS GOOD!

ON SALE EVERY WEDNESDAY

ONLY20p!
"THE ELECTRONIC MARKET PLACE OF
THE FUTURE"
Hundreds of CB Bargains

•

pe.

COMPARE OUR PRICES ...
DV27 Mobile V. Wave Antenna
K40 Mobile Antenna
K40 Speech Processor Mike
Avanti 48" Racer 27 Antenna
Valar 60" Half Breed Antenna

£5.49
£24.95
£24.95
£21.99
£12.99

BRITAIN'S BEST GUIDE TO CITIZENS
BAND RADIO
ONE SHOT AT ONLY

All prices include VAT

£1.75

Barclaycard & Access. Mail order hotline

Packed with valuable information
ON SALE AT YOUR NEWSAGENT

2 Lower Addiscombe Road, Croydon, Surrey

~01-680

1476,----1

0\1 HIR
'\

BREAKERS~

\

NOW!

~

I I

/

GOOOHEAO PUBLICATIONS LTO, BICESTER. OXON

I
I
I

CITIZENS BAND HANDLE REGISTER
Please rush me my Registration Certiflcpte. Membership Card and
Badge. Please find enclosed cheque/money order for £2 payable to
CBHR.

WITI'\ MORE I AND/ MOR~ PEOPLE I Signed .............•. , .•.•..............• _
COMING ON CHANNEL, NOVo( IS TH~ TIME TO I
Dale
PROTECT YOUR \HANDLEI AND YO)JR RIG BY
REGISTERING, BOTH W1rH US: llLL IN THE FORM I Handle.......... ..
OPPOSITE, SEN\
-

U~~tl;~gE~:HI728DAYS YOU

A COMPUTERISEQ

REGiST~TI9N

~~~NS~R~~U~V~AB~~~E, ft'li

ME

CERTIFICATE

:~~~~'~.~'~)

I Name ...............................Inlllol.
I Address...

' ADDRESS, RIG : . .

A MEMBERSHIP
BADGE

.

••••••••..

I

County

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Rig Type ..........•.•.•.•.•.......•.•..•....•.....••..

.

MEMBER~HIPI Post Code ...............................•..•••.•.•.......••.

CARD

=

REGISTER NOWI WE HAVE THE TECHNOLOGYI

10·10 BREAKER, BREAK
THE DECHAND

CB Radio December 81

Rig Serial No
D Tick if you ore 0 Club Sec & want further info
D Tick if only the handle is to be printed on the Certificate
D Tick if you wont to receive further information on CB free of charge
All the above information will be held on our big computer system for
12 months from date of registration.
Post to The Dechand. CBHR. PO Box 45, Ipswich IP8 3AW
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Our regular tune round the dial for International News
Getting a new DX/OSL club off the
ground and established is not the
easiest nor the cheapest thing in the
world, as Ken Willmott of London
recently found. Undeterred, Ken
bashed on and after a false start fin·
ally got the Trans-World CB-OSL-DX
club badwagon rolling.
OTH of Trans-World is 13 Lord
Holland Lane, London SW9 6NN.lnitially, Ken was offering 13 items in the
club package but after a bit of a
rethink dropped the quantity to 11
items.
Apart from the usual items, Club
Cert, ID Card, Rubber Stamp, etc., a
new member will receive a Diary. This
is a new idea to me but quite a good

his bit for our corrupt capitalistic
society, so if anybody is prepared to
post a Seatres LP across to Soris, get
in touch with Chris at Happy Cobblers
and he'll give you full details on
Soris's AD. Sut remember that this will
in all probability have to be a FOC
transaction. There's very little chance
that Soris can repay you apart from
aSL's, viewcards, etc.
'If anybody does get an LP across to
Soris, perhaps they might like to write
to me and I'll keep everybody
informed on developments. This could
well be the vital lead that's n&eded to
help along Anglo-Soviet relationships!

QSl Ult
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Sieve Evans
IKooper Nob)
The M,lre
Ym.ea
Pwl1hel~ Gwynedd
N Wales

Brian Warnaby
(The Jacka')
Rossmere Schoolho",se
(;alCOle Road
HarUepool
TS25 3JL

Anlhony V Campbell
94 Oflllnnagoon Road
Po'1adown
C1algavon
Co Armagh
BT635AF

Peler 11 Halena Vl\n Zoggel
tCr",d 11 Wanda)
Box 27228
Upper W,lIIs Sueel
Wellln910n
N Zesl.nd
WorldWide DXel'$

~te:I~~ I~~~;:~~~ ~~~ IS~~~ a~I~~' ~~dP:e.:!~e;~
,upply,ng addreuu and cards 10 lhls column each
month. A' Pre,ldenl ot a club t corne SCIO"" lot of
cards bUt If you have .ny Intefllllng c.rds I will be
happy to ",se tham In this co'",mn 11 eny 01 you are
Inleresled in an sppllc.1I0h 10 the Sandcaatle Club
ple..e send me your C.,d and one international
reply coupon. Write 10; PO Bo" 161. Psciflc Beach.
Washington 98511 USA.

one.
One other item which I would like to
mention is the club ID card. This just
has to be the best club ID card I've
ever received. Ten out of ten for that
one, Ken. Cost of joining the Trans·
World club is £6.00. If anybody is
interested in joining, get in touch with
Ken at Lord Holland Lane and he'll fix
you up, no sweat.
Since last featured in CB Radio, the
Happy Cobblers of Northampton have
changed AD's. Their new aTH is PO
Box 99, Northamptoh NN2 6HU. The
membership figures are climbing
steadily, now standing at over 150
with almost 80 International members.
Christ Darlington, HC001, told me a
very interesting little tale the other
week. Seems he recently got his first
OSL back from USSR. The Russian
OSLer, called Boris (What else?)
wanted to join the Happy Cobblers but
he had a bit of a problem. It is a
serious crime to send money across
the Russian frontier (Money coming in
- OK. Money going out - salt mine job)
so he was snookered. With a dashing
display of Western capitalistic generosity, Chris proceeded to enroll
Soris as a Happy Cobbler, but more
was to follow. Soris is a hi-fi freak and
he asked Chris would it be possible
for him (Chris) to send across to him
(Boris), Beatles LP.
Having already enrolled Soris as a
Happy CObbler and sent his package
across FOC, Chris reckons he's done

Peler
ISnowm.n 3581
39 Baker Avenue
A$hby De La Zouche
Le,clII$\elthl"
LE65PB

,,,

Mark K,erle
PO Bo. 283
AYR .801
OUeen....nd
Austlatlll

j

Galley Rat v Uncle Charlie
Cheese Eaters Swap Club of Vir·
ginia. Does that sound familiar? This
was the free club I mentioned back in
July.
Since then I've had a smashing tetter from Linda "Galley Rat - Cheese
Eater No. 1".
This is a straight reproduction of
Linda's letter. She writes exactly as
she speaks.
"You might mention Chris, that it
takes the equivalent of three coupons
(I RC) to return the membership pack
(to the UK) but we have been footing
the bill OK so far. We get 42 cents
each for the coupons and it costs
about 95 to 1.05 to mail it back. Some
send a coupon, some send three and
some don't send any at all, but we pay
the postage and enroll them anyway. I
first started out FREE but last June
1st we had to start charging 3 Dollars
to join the club to help with this
postaQe. (I am still enrolling FREE CE

t91 E 0081
PO Box 595
8enduhg
Indohesle

Terry Meyers
Bo. 105
M.mand NSW 2320
........ trallll

Knu' L"6en
PO Box 606
"'~
NOIWay

Keyn A..~
PO Box 38
Tal",ml
Kobe 655
Jap.n

Alfred Puhala
JSC 562)
30 Slu"l C,e$Cen'
Meatellon
New Zeeland

Eduardo G.v1ril J'
PO Box 100497
BogoI. COlombl.
South """ellcl

Ran Verhesl
{Slereo Klngl
PO Box 410
5800 AK
ElndhQVen. Hollend

MlCh..' Reye.
PO Box 218
eer.le Ciry
Beli18
Gentlal America

Fern8ndo
(SC 589)
Bo" 495. e.lem • PA
118000 Brezil
South America

All. Janl
tSC 266)
61420 Trbovlle
YI,IQOIlavia

Brill' Horaehel
lSC 5491
PO Box 1302
Bul.wayo. Zimbabwe
Alric.

Gerardo Huerta
Ave MellcO 568 NTE
TeQlc. Nayarll
Mexico

Spencor FOld
1171 So",'h G Sllaal
Lakllvlew, 011190<1
91830 USA

Gene Chellberg
31900 Pudding Creek
Road
Fori 8ragg
Call1ornle 95437

Tom Sowden
tKlt "
Bo.6\
RIChmond Hill
NY 11"19

... 3

,

USA

USA

Peler A",ppel
lSpeedy)
AM Wehrglaben 4
0·6303 Hungen I
West GermlUlY

Rubtln Oakanay
2907 Or.nl Slroel
Tondo
Manila
Phllllplnes
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cards,-tho because some people have
been holding on to them like you did).
:'Sorrya number 10 envelope is std.
office size so I don't fold up stuff too
much. That little CE application is
gonna change considerably on the
next printing because lotsa folks don't
know what a No. 10 envelope is!!!
"And its no longer free to join and
the zip code has added four more
numbers and we now have a roster
and will soon have a club stamp.
Maybe next year. Ya see, the club isn't
even a year old yet (started last Oct·
ober) and we have 360 Cheese Eaters
all over the World! What started out as
a card collecting hobby has developed into expensive work. But I love
it!! As for aSLing Stateside, Chris,
from what I can understand, its kinda
slow. The postage stamps costing 18c
has kinda separated the men from the
boys, so to speak. As for DXing, the
chatter, noise level and general 'Hornets Nest' has taken all the fun outa it
for me. Besides I live less than 3%
miles from the FCC East Coast Head·
quarters for training them how to
catch all those crazy DXers!! Thats the
biggest reason I started this swap
club I guess. I have often talked with
somebody I shouldn't have been
talking to only to have some 'twit'
come in there and say "Hi Galley Rat",
I could have murdered them!!!"
Well there's not much I can add to
what Linda says other than to offer
her my sympathy. Fancy living next to
Uncle Charlie's training HQ. It's like
having Willie White law as your next
door neighbour. The Cheese Eaters
have grown considerably since I first
mentioned them. What was originally
just a small free club has developed
into a fully grown OSL club.

Greenpeace QSL Club
Before I go on any further, I am
going to admit straight off that I am
100% biased about this next club. And
by a happy coincidence it has one of
the highest star ratings on my chart.
But bias doesn't enter into that, its just
good quality, presentation and excellance. After reading about the Green·
peace OSL club of the Netherlands I
think you will agree with my thoughts.
By the way, the biased situation arises
out of my beliefs for what Greenpeace stands for. But thats enough of
that, on with the show.
The Greenpeace OSL club OTH is
PO Box 33,
8855 ZM Sexbierum,
Netherlands.
The founder and president is Ben
Van Popering. He was born in the
Royal Resident City of Holland, The
Hague, but about four years ago
decided to go to the northern part of
Holland (Friesland). His occupation is
a maintenance carpenter but he
leaves woodwork behind when he
gets involved with his two big hobbies
- photography and CBing.
Ben first got involved with CB about
seven years ago but like most of us do
sometimes, got a bit fed up with it and
packed it in for a few years. About 1%
years ago, the bug bit him again and
he was hooked once more. It was
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Gre:enpeace QSL Club, Netherlands
0;,

Vn

Star Rating
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
18
17
18
19

20

First
Cl•••

World R~cognition
Distribution
QSL Response Time
Club Stamp
Club QSL Cards
OX Unit Number
Wall Certificate
10 Card
ClUb Roster
Club Patch/Badge
DX Log Book
Club Accessories
Club Information
Toutist Information
Casselle Swap
Club Postage
Life membership
XYL Membership
Value For Money
OveraH Presentation
To..l

Cf....

Rate

No

***
**
**
**
*
*

s.., Ratlns Cl

shortly after this that the idea of the
club came to him. Ben is a firm'
believer in Greenpeace and is a
strong supporter of its aims and
principles. He approached Greenpeace Amsterdam and got their
approval to use the name in
conjunction with the club. In March
81, Greenpeace aSL club was established and it wasn't long before the
club stamp and aSL card became
establishe~ on the DX/QSL scene.
The stamp features a seal with the
message 'Save the Seal' around it.
The ID card has a copy of the seal
stamp, as has the certificate. The club
aSL car is a super picture of the
Greenpeace ship 'Rainbow Warrior',
the patch is actually a rainbow with
the word 'Green peace' underneath.
And last but not least, the car sticker
is a drawing of 'Rainbow Warrior' with
the whale message again. All, I may
add, of super quality.
By the way, when you join you will
notice on the certificate that you
become an 'Honorary Support Member'. In other words, you haven't just
joined the Greenpeace club but have
supported in a small way the Greenpeace movement.
Part of the membership fee goes
towards Greenpeace Amsterdam, hence
the 'support member'. This is stated
on the club application form and also
explains the rather clever sliding
scale of membership fees. On the
back of the application is a world map
split up into zones. Each zone
represents a different mailing charge.
(Everything is mailed first class air
mail). We, being very close, are in zone
1, membership costs US$14. Australia and NZ are way out in the farthest zone, a member from there will
be charged US$17. However, when
the dollar is falling, new members are
all requested to pay as per zone 5,
which is US$17. One thing I would
stress is cash only, please don't use a

F.ir
S.cond Third
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cheque. It costs money to cash a
cheque and therefore it is impossible
to provide a donation to Greenpeace
from cheque memberships.
As is usual with most clubs, XYL
receives a Unit No., ID card and certificate. But that's not all. I am 99.9%
certain that Greenpeace is unique in
that it actually does give something
exclusively for XYL. What it is, is a
beautiful silver necklace with a small
silver whale's tail as the pendant. It
really is a beautiful necklace. I
received my Greenpeace package
quite a while back and AlIison was
really taken with the necklace. She's
never taken it off since she received it.
One thing I'll say about AlIison is that
she has good taste. (Well, she married
me and that proves it) and the
necklace certainly met with her
approval.
Speaking about the package, I must
tell you about the smart way in which
the club package is mailed. Not for
Greenpeace the usual battered brown
paper envelope. As I keep saying,
everything about the club is quality
and it's summed up in the packaging.
You receive your club package in a
solid heavy duty cardboard tube. Yet
another Greenpeace exclusive. There's
little more that I can say here about
the club other than suggest you join.
You'll be doing yourself a favour on
two counts:
1. Joining an absolutely top quality
club.
2. Supporting a movement which
benefits all mankind.
Well, that's about it for this month.
Next month details of the first
International aSL club competition.
This is being run in conjunction with
English 1nl. DX Club, CB Radio and
Cee Bee World, New Zealand.
Well, I hope Santa is good to you
and you have a grand time over the
hols.
Charlie Hotei - Echo India 25 Ciear.
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'WALLTO WALL
AND TEN FEET TALL,
Nobody knows more about in-car electronics than
""'., Amstrad. That's why we're at the forefront of CB in the
,:.f,B~ GB with everything you need for wall to wall reception.
tMaP A choice of two high performance, 40-channel rigs-both
. •1 deSigned from the ground up for the 27MHz FM band
... '
and featUring MOSFET technology. Plus a unique
1.5 metre triple-fixing antenna.
All come supplied with full fixing and mounting kits.
And, with the rigs, we also give a free operating manual
and CB guide.
Smokey and Buzby like Amstrad CB equipment
too-it all fully conforms to the UK legal
specification, MPT-1320.

a~~
~.x

£79

'-

Amstrad CB Rigs start from around

PERf~~ RECEP110N
PERf~~'

Ensure peak reception with the unique
Amstrad CBA 1500 anlenna. A 1.5 metre
shock spring.. base-loaded, stainless s1eel
whip with a choice of magnetic.
clip-on or hard fixing. Around

£15

Amstrad CB900 Rig.. Highly advanced ..........
rig with squelch control. RF gain, LED
A
d
"pound" meter, ALe system, tone
fQUn
control and LED transmit! receive
displays. Note the CB 27/81 Certificate
of Compliance symbol.

£79

Amstrad CB901 Super Rig. Features
Roger Sleep. CB/PA, instant Channel Around
9 SWitching. squelch control, RF gain,
LED "pound" meter, ALe system,
lone control and LED transmiV
~
receive displays.

LOOK FOR THE SIGN
OF1HECBUADERS

£95

~

For full details of Amstrad Citizen Band Radio and the address of your nearest stockist, write
lo Amstrad Consumer Electronics Limited, (Dept B 1 ) 1·7 Carman Road. London N17 OUF.
AVAILABLE AT SELECTED STORES OF:

,~ ~01WEr Currys I-lAJ..F~RDS RVMBELOWS ~&t
CB Radio December 81
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There

and
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Sure, you can buy a cheap antenna. But the whole
performance and range of your rig will suffer. Far better
spend that bit more and get the best. The best? Antenna
Specialists are absolute top CB antenna choice with US
fans ... and they should know! AS mak,e professional
communications antennas, and their CB range gets the
same components, same high-grade materials, same
quality standards. They offer the highest VSWR figures
.. better than 1.5: 1 across all 40 CB channels, and
power handling way beyond any you'll ever need. They
meet Home Office MPT 1320 spec ... take our
Antiference word for that. We've field tested them for UK
use too, and as antenna makers ourselves we'll tell you
now ... AS are the best. And latest news, they come via
Antiference, so you'll be seeing the AS 'quality strioes'
everywhere now.

To Antiference Ltd.,
Aylesbury, Bucks HP19 3BJ Telephone Aylesbury 82511
I'm sending you a large SAE.
Send me your folder on AS mobile CB antennas, the whole range.

Name

Address

_

_

\
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You may well have spent the last
\.'month trying to obtain one of those
~.,
rare objects known as a 27MHz FM
..aI
u.L:....:J
~
rig. Judging by the amount of telet.:<
phone calls we receive daily, very few
~
people have actually managed to get
t.:<...
the rig of their choice.
~.
~
What we are doing in this look at
"27MHz FM products is to inform you
31
of what will be available very soon,
t.:<...
~G
r.r.~
What we cannot guarantee is that all
~
of the sets on show here are obtain..
able now. By referring to our
11 T]
I
r
designed symbols you will be able to
~
~
.J.
ascertain at a glance if the set you
.',
t has th e f unctions
'
.
.:~:
wan'
you require. I f ·~.
:."'.",
','._"
21/11
U4/11
you are buying to a budget, and isn't
31
w
everybody these days, the £± symbol
•" •
will tell you if your purchase will cost
311
more or less than £70, However,
t.:<.. GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS
prices can vary considerably from one
311
shop to another and there is still no
a9Ic~a,,".1 C~.nge: P.. "~ /,\
substitute for shopping around for
~
Bull.",
Li:!A
bargains.
~
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Harrier CB HQ
The Harrier brand is only obtainable from Dixons stores. Known as the
photographic people, Dixons have
been diversifying into hi-fi, video and
televisions for some time.
The Dixons departure into CB
means that both credit and good service will be ~vailable on,rigs as well as
their more traditional lines. In total
Dixons will have five different CB units
available plus a comprehensive array
of accessories including extension

speakers, patch leads, antennas and
SWR meters.

HARRIER
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The Binatone Route 66
Binatone's clock radios, TV games
and personal hi-fi systems can be purchased in most High Streets the
length and breadth of Britain and this
should soon be true of their CB rigs.
Binatone have published their own
guide to CB equipment which although
praising the merits of their own brand
does give the new breaker some very
useful information on installing and
using CB generally. You will also find
aerials and SWR meters being sold
under the Binatone name available
from the Binatone rig stockist.
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Colt 295
Both Colt Radios and HMP antennas
(more about H M Plate r) are distributed nationally by Shellpost Ltd.
Known by AM users over the world,
Colt are now marketing redesigned
FM sets for the UK market.
Whilst Shellpost oniy supply to the
trade, their accessories, filters, meters.
antennas, etc., are being stocked by a
large number of retail stores through
which the Colt FM CB sets will soon
be available.
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Cybernd Beta 3000
To say that Cybernet are the world's
largest manufacturer of CB rigs is no
exaggeration. Cybernet produce rigs
for the majority of the so-called
'British manufacturers' under a whole
selection of different names.
Just to create a bit of competition,
Cybernet have launched their own
brand transceivers under their own
name which are being marketed by
Goodmans Loudspeakers Ud. Norm·
ally Goodmans manufacture and
distribute their own loudspeakers
which they have been doing successfully for over 60 years. They are the
largest speaker manufacturer in the
UK and as such will have plenty of
established retail outlets ready to

take the Cybernet CB products.

[1]~

·.iil·
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£+-:f:

r~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Midland 4001
Midland have the reputation of
being the No. 1 rig in America and
through their distributors, Plustronics,
they hope to achieve a similar position
in the United Kingdom.
Although the casing of each of the
Midland rigs may look familiar (they
resemble Midland AM sels) the
circuitry has been totally revamped to
meet British specifications. Plustronics were the first importers of the
5Y2in colour TV, so they are not newcomers to consumer electronics.
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DNT Model HF FM

(Yfalkie Talkie)
If you've been looking around the
shops for CB, the name DNT should
be fairly familiar to you. Our breaker
friends in Germany. Holland and
France have been using DNT equipment for nearly 20 years.
Radiotechnic of Jersey are distributing the four DNT models in the
United Kingdom and although the
company was originally formed with
CB in mind, their combined talents will
ensure that both hHi and CB shops
will be able to sell you their products.
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Barracuda rigs will only be available from Halfords stores. However,
this should not make them difficult to
find as Hal10rds have 360 shops in the
UK selling car accessories, in-car
entertainment, bicycles and much
more.
Halfords will have a line up of six
rigs plus aerials, SWR meters and
their own book called Big Hals CB
Guide aimed at the new and inexperienced breaker. In case you·
haven't already met Big Hal, he's big,
butch and handsome and is used to
promote CB in Halfords stores.
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Fidelity CB 2000 FM
Hi-fi, music centres, radios and television are all amongst this company's
host of products. Fidelity now have
two British specification rigs available from many of their normal
dealers and through the CB specialist
shops.
Fidelity are very enthusiastic about
CB and its potential uses and as a
company they feel quite able to cope
with the supply and service of a very
large number of sets. Fidelity will be
launching their base station rig during
the early part of 1982.
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Grandstand Buzzing Bee
Mobile Transceiver
Fairly unorthodox name for a fairly
ordinary rig, this and six other models
are being marketed by a company
called Bee Ware Ltd. The Grandstand
range will include two walkie talkies,
four mobiles and a base station rig
which are all covered by Bee Ware's
own in*house service department.
Bee Ware Ltd. are a member of the
Adam Leisure Group Ltd., who have

previously marketed TV games, audio
products and general games and toys.
We are assured that all their rigs will
conform to the Home Office MPT 320
and carry the CB/27/81 logo_

CB Radio December B1

Your guide to legal antennas
How is it that such confusion can
exist over what constitutes a legal
antenna? Phone calls should not be
directed to us but to 01·213 4050.
These are the people who have left
the matter of legal CB antennas open
to much speculation and interpretation. By the way, the telephone number belongs to the Home Office." We
are presenting here what we understand to be legal twigs, in other words
base loaded with single elements not
exceeding 1.5 metres. We believe that
the same type of antenna must be
used for both mobile and home base
operation.
This contentious issue will only be
fully resolved when a breaker gets
busted for using an item which the
Home OfficA then pronounces illegal.

Antenna Specialists M2000
Super Scorpion
Antenna Specialists have been
producing communications antennas
for 25 years and at the present time
seven of their models meet up to our
interpretation of the Home Office
requirements.
CB aerials are only one part of
Antenna Specialists' total production,
the other areas for which they
produce equipment are marine, avia·
tion, radio telephone and defence.
Some distributors of legal CB rigs
have adopted AS products as recom·
mended for use with their sets.

K40
Well known already as the antenna
with the money back guarantee, K40
promises to refund the purchase price
of the antenna if it doesn't out·
perform any other mobile antenna on
the market. Available with a number of
mounts allowing fixing to either boot
lip, gutter (standard), magnetic or mir·
ror mount (optional). Available from
multiple stores and CB specialists
alike.

Wlplash

.

Marketed by C. Brit of Wembley,
who specialise in British·made antennas.
Our technical adviser, F. C. Judd,
designed this particular 'legal twig' for
optimum performance at a realistic
price. C. Brit have plans for a legal
home base antenna in the not too
distant future.

Cherokee Dial A Match
Cherokee are well established
manufacturers of CB antennas. Imported
directly from the USA by Breaker 1-9
of Hitchin, Herts, Cherokee aerials are
generally accepted as representing
good performance antennas at a re la·
tively low cost. Cherokee antennas
are easy to spot because of their
distinctive packaging which incor·
porates the face of a macho·looking
Red Indian (Cherokee ... get it?).

CB Radio December 81

For details of how to install a rig and
aerial successfully an article called
"Back to Basics" in this month's maga·
zine will be extremely useful. If you
are a new breaker, please read 'Back
to Basics' before doing anything with
your equipment.
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Legalisation filled the press, but there were one or two different approaches!
With legal CB now firmly within our
grasp, it does not surprize me to find
that there is still a fair amount of press
coverage given to CB related
subjects. Although how much longer
this will last is totally dependant on
public
reaction to the newly
introduced service. 'If' CB is accepted
and frequently used by' a large
proportion of the public, it will not be
long before it becomes as much a part
of our lives as roast beef on Sunday.
Whether or not it will be accepted is
not something that I would be
prepared to lay money on, but I think it
is safe to say that there will be a rush
to buy the legal rigs, if they are
available in sufficient quantities to
meet demands.
Another point that I would not like to
gamble on is whether FM sets prove
any less prone to interference than
their AM cou nterparts, but as this is
the Lark in the road as far as British
CB is concerned there is bou nd to be
a certain amount of indecision as to
which road to take and indeed where
it will lead us.
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Citizens Band radio enthusiasts
took to the roads in Solihull· with the
Law firmly on their side.
The public were given their first
glimpse of CB being used legally on
the road during a demonstration at
Solihull Civic Hall.
A Ford Fiesta car, fully equipped
with a 'rig', took enthusiasts through
roads of Solihull for the first legal
public testing of CB radio in the
Midlands.
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A coroner yesterday spelled out the
danger of motorists using citizen's
band radio while driving, follOWing the
death of a young mother.
Barbara Susan Hadfield, aged 26,
who had two children, died after her

car swerved and crashed into a lorry
while she was listening to CB radio,
the Chesterfield coroner was told.
She still had the receiver in her
hand when she was found.
Recording a verdict of accidental
death, the coroner, Mr. Michael
Swanwick, said: 'These radios should
not be used while driving, and those
who do so are putting themselves into
considerable danger."
Mrs. Hadfield. of Wharfe Lane,
Stonegravels, Chesterfield, had the
radio hand-set fitted in her car four
days before the fatal crash at Syday
Lane, near Barlborough.
She was driving towards Spinkhill
when she collided with a National
Coal Board lorry travelling towards
her,
The lorry driver, Mr. Phillip
Chapman, of Bainbridge Road,
Bolsover, said the car seemed to be
travelling fast round a sharp bend. He
expected it to brake but it showed no
signs of slowing down and crashed
into the offside of the lorry.
Mrs, Hadfield was found in the
wreckage of the car by Mr. Keith
Hurst, a micro-film consultant, of
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Ruthyn Avenue, Barlborough.
"She still had the transmitter in her
hand and there were loud noises
coming from it," he said. "There was
also a pad with a list of call signs
beside her."

Daily Mail
damage
Citizens' Band radio, which became
legal on 2 November, is worrying
British car development engineers
and fuel economy experts because it
could interfere with your engine's
running efficiency, they say.
Development engineers at one of
Europe's biggest car research centres
say that CB radio if not properly
screened inside a car could upset a
modern computer-controlled engine.
The research experts say that
uncontrolled transmissions from a set
could upset electronic fuel injection,
transistorised ignition and even cause
a double spark, creating engine
damage.
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Modern engines on upmarket luxury
cars, such as BMW and Mercedes
Benz, are being equipped with
computer control for engine management and maximum fuel economy.
Many more cars also have fuel
injection and transistorised ignition.
The research experts say that radio
interference from a CB set inside a car
could affect electronic advance-retard
systems, so affect the engine ignition
sparks and in turn alter running
efficiency, performance and fuel
economy.
So if you decide to fit CB radio into
your car make sure that you can do it
properly, or have it done by experts
and ask them to ensure that it is adequately screened inside.

Daily Mirror

e
Frightened tenants are asking the
Home Secretary if they can form a
vigilante group - using CB radio.
They claim police are not protecting
them from a wave of vicious muggings
and robberies on their giant housing
estate.
And members of the official tenant's
association at the 900 home
Nightingale Estate in Lower Clapton,
London are determined to take the
law into their own hands.
The group, led by unemployed Ray
White, had 25 people keeping watch
on the tower blocks of the GLC estate
for six weeks. They claim the spate of
muggings and robberies halted
dramatically.
'There aren't enough police,' says
Mr. White, "That's why pensioners are
being mugged in the streets, the front
doors of the flats are being kicked in
and the people inside terrorised."
Mr. White says some tenants are
already using illegal CB radios and a
mobile base, to keep watch on the
estate.
But local police are not convinced
about the vigilantes. "It's true there
are muggings and robberies on the
estate, but taking the law into their
own hands is not the way, and can
only lead them into trouble," a
spokesman says.
"We have a special squad able to
handle this, and we are also advising
tenants on extra security."

Daily Express
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The Journal

Invalid Noreen Makim, whose CB
radio lifeline to the outside world was
under threat from the authorities, has
been saved by the Law. Noreen, who
lives in South Shields, suffers from a
crippling disease and claims that she
relies on her CB friends to keep a constant watch on her condition. She
said, "I can't tell you what a wonderful
relief it is to know I can go on the air
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"Britain tuned in to CB radio legally
- for the first on 2 November," we are
told by Graeme Boyd of the Express.
"As the new breakers were taking to
the airways, the police were keeping a
sharp eye out for those using illegal
AM equipment," he said. The first
'official' call on the 2nd was made by
American "Father of CB, AI Gross, who
supposedly bought the first licence at
Trafalgar Square Post Office. AI Gross
spoke briefly from his Rolls-Royce to
'Tasmanian Devil', who was parked
nearby in a Jaguar. AI, from Cleveland
Ohio, founded the American CB
system back in 1947 and campaigned for many years to get it legalised. Friends who queued overnight
on AI's behalf, in order to be the first
into the Post Office, said that they
were honoured to have queued for
him as he was their hero.

legally. I was terribly worried waiting
for them to take my AM set away." A
strong warning was also issued yesterday by the Coastguards to any
breakers intending to use CB as a
substitute for the more expensive
marine radio, which operates at VHF
frequencies and is capable of directly
contacting the Coastguard station.
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In the United States the CB fad has
faded. From a peak of 15 million
licences reported by the FCC in
October 1979 the number has
dropped by one third to less than 10
million. The licences are being deleted at a rate of 300.000'500,000 a
month.
The CB boom in America was a
result of the 55 mph speed limit introduced because of the 1973 oil
embargo. The truckers, whose profitability was threatened by the limit,
used their CB's to maintain speed
whilst avoiding detection by 'The
Smokies'.

9
A CB enthusiast who fell asleep
beside his set started an alert in Nottinghamshire. Mrs. Ann Bonnes thought
that the loud snores on her set were a
distress signal. She told the police
that she thought a man had suffered a
heart attack, and put out an emer·
gency call. The situation was smoothed
over later on.
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50 DUKE STREET
CHELMSFORD
ESSEX
lel: 0245 351359
ALSO AVAILABLE
FROM CHELMER DEALERS

BASE STATION MODEL XCB-71

A & S Car Accessories
237 A Dock Road,
Tilbury,

Essex
Big Rigs
Arterial Road,
Rayleigh,

Essex
Base Station
210 Horchurch Road.
Hornchurch.
Essp.x
Braintree CB Centre

Bradford Street
Braintree,

Essex
Clacton Electronics
Mordith Road,

Claeton on Sea,
Essex

P Flapman
Motor Cycles
Felixstowe,
Suffolk
Mura Electronics
295-297 High Road,
Willesden,
London
Channel One
Parade,
Rochford,
Essex

PHS
107 Southchurch Road,
Southend-on-Sea,
Essex

Essex

Stadium CB
285 Sutton Road,
Southend-on-Sea,
Essex

Car Radio Services
London Road,
Ipswich,
Suffolk

Saffron CB Accessories
11 Oebden Road,
Saffron Walden,
Herts

CB Cavern
Holt,
Norfolk
Denver Autos
Livery Road,
Traslon, Bury SI Edmunds
Suffolk
Delta Electronics
972 Eastern Avenue,
Newbury Park, Ilford,

Suffolk Aerials
5 Heigham Drive,
Lowestoft,
Suffolk

Colchester CB Centre
'2 Barrack Street
Colchester

TNT Distributors Lld
3 Kirkhurst Close,
Brightlingsea,
Essex

Available
exclusively on mail order from

CHELMER CB ACCESSORIES
FEATURES INCLUDE

** Automatic
Sensitive Dual Conversion Circuit with PLL
Noise Limiter (ANL)
* Converts to Public Address System
** 4SWR
Switch and Meter
Watts Audio Output
* Delta Tuning Switch
* 8 Ohms Extension Speaker
.........
..--~-

Most aetverage sl:r.e rigs

Essex

Wall to Wall CB
Potters Bar,
Herts.

DB Warehouses
Rangelagh Road,
Ipswich,
Suffolk

Whight Electrics
816 London Road,
Leigh-on-Sea,
Essex

Essex CB Distributors
Cambridge Road,
Sawbridgeworth.
Essex
Essex CB
Main Road,
Broomfield, Chelmsford,

Dave Wallace Car Radio
322 Spring Road,
Ipswich,
Suffolk

£39.95 + £3.50 p&p
I enclose £
PO/Cash/Cheque or charge my
Access or Barclaycard number 00000000000000000
Please allow 14 days for delivery

Essex

Wavelength
69 St Mathew Street,
Ipswich,
Suffolk

Eastham CB
High Street,
Eastham,
Essex
Estury CB
Victoria Avenue,
Southend-on-Sea,
Essex

Halstead CB Shack
Inc Estate,
Halstead,
Essex
Halperin CB
18 St John Road,
Clapham Junction,
London SW11 1PN

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED
30

BASE STA:'JON_~

fit neatly Into the case
dmC"lionl:
(19.5cml I 6.5cml, depth

~3cml)

ALL THIS FOR ONLY

Please slate 2- or a-pin leads when ordering.

Name
.
Address..........•...........•...•....•....•....•.......•..

Send order form to

CHELMER CB. 50 DUKE STREET. CHELMSFORD. ESSEX
Chelmsford (0245) 351359
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'rom around £70 Inc. VAT.
• U.K. Spec. Compliance,
• 27MHz FM with 40 chav'lels.
• 4 Watts Output.
• Basic Unit for first time buyers.
• Separate Retay Volume ond Squelch Controls.
• 40 channel LED Indicator.
• Signal Strength Meter.
• Built-In Speaker.
• Screw Fixing for Mic.
• Supplied with Mic.. Fixing Brackets for
unit and mic. Connecting Leads with fuse.

• U.K. Spec. Compliance.
.27 MHz FM with 40 chomels. • 4 Watts Output.
• Separate Retay VoIl.I'T'le and Squelch controls.
• Retay Tone Control.
• Rotay RF Gain control. • P.A. Switch.
• Channel 9 - Emergency Channel Switch.
• External Speaker Switch.
• LED Dimmer Control.
• Power Mic - Mic Gain Control.
.40 chomel LED Indicator.
• Signol Strength Meter.

• BuiIt·1n SpeoIcer.
• Saew Fixing for mic.
• Supplied with Mic.. Fixing Brackets tor
unit and mic. Connecting Leads with fuse.

SOUND & VISION
fidelity Radio Limited, London NWtO 6ND.
C8'S. HI-FI SYSTEMS. MUSIC CENTR£S. UNIT AUDIOS. TaEVJSK:lNS. TRANSISTOR RADIOS. ClOCX RADK>S. R€CORD PlAYERS
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Dear CB Radio,
How's this for a FIRST?
Saturday, 3 October, purchase
Avanti Moonraker, spend two or three
hours fitting to Ford Capri hatchback,
co·ax under carpets, etc. Looks trif on
wheels. Now sit back and wait for rigs
to come on sale at local emporiums.
Saturday 23 October (2.30pm)
couldn't stand the sight of legal FM
rigs in Dixons shop window, had to go
in and eyeball a Harrier CBX 40 channel. Looks great, can't resist it, buy it
with newly acquired Access card.
Race home chuffed to little apples
with rig (3.00pm). Proudly show it to
Mum and Dad. We all sit in wheels to
agree on best location. Everyone says
on tunnel in front of gear le.ver, tilted
up at an angle is ideal. Tools out of
box, commence to drill holes, etc. All
fixed, looks great, SWR'd - peak
efticiency, no problem. (4.30pm) Go to
seat cover's and show off new rig.
(7.30pm) Come home, settle down to
watch Wild Geese on the box.
(Midnight) Seat cover wants to go
home. Pouring with rain outside, get
brolly and rush to Capri! 'Ello, 'ello,
wats all this then. Car door open.
Quick butchers inside. Can feel brain
haemorrhage about to start. Mouth all
dry. Can't speak. "BLOODY RIG'S
GONEI" Co-ax cut, Moonraker tollowed rig down road.
Inform local smokies.
Come back, Buzby, all is forgiven.
Mark Thornsby (Seven ball)
(Paint Town)
Dear Sir,
I'd like to start off by congratulating
you on what I consider to be Britain's
best CB magazjne. Currently a little bit
'Good Buddy' for my personal taste,
but still interesting reading. Hopefully
the 'Good Buddy' style will gradually
be replaced by serious hobby radio
content as it was in Australian CB
publications, and hopefully your
readers will follow suit with their
operating procedures. Nothing sounds
more ridiculous than a Yorkshireman
attempting to talk American CB slang
in a phony Alabama accent, don't y' all
know, 10·4, Rubber Duck, c'mon.
I have been writing columns and
articles for Australian CB magazines
for the past three or four years. (I'm
commonly referred to over here as
'The Nastiest B...... on radio' and if you
ever read any of my scribblings you'll
see why).
I'm all for CB radio and have been
since 1965, long before it became the
'in thing'. I take no sides in the 'legal
versus pirate' argument. To me, radio
operators are radio operators,
regdrdless of whether or not they hold
a licence. This attitude has brouQht
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me mountains of hate mail from the
'Good Buddy' set over the years, but
the fact remains that, without the
pirates of the sixties and seventies,
there would be no Citizens Band
Radio Service in Australia today.
Our Department of Communications
saw fit to offset us from the rest of the
world right from the start by cramming
their 18 channel allocation down our
throats in the face ot opposition trom
practically everyone who had any
interest in the matter. Now DOC has
realised that the American 40 channel
system is the only way to go, and this
will be legalised on January 1st. next
year. (We also have a 40 channel
UHF-CB service on 476/477 MHz, but
only a very small percentage .of
operators use it).
Looks like your Home Office Radio
Regulatory boys are all set to make
the same mistake over the 27MHz
issue as our DOC made years ago. It
seems a shame to me that
Government Departments everywhere
seem incapable of learning anything
from the stuff·ups of others. Perhaps
they have nothing better to do than
waste their time, and our money.
I don't wish to incite anyone to
break the law, but I feel that if a
particular law is patently unjust then it
is up to The People to have that law
changed. If the only way to accomplish
this task is by the pressure caused by
mass defiance of that law (by
operating a 27MHz CB radio illegally
in this case) then piracy is the only
weapon available to The People.
If British CS'ers want the American
40 channel system to be legalised
then they're going to have to fight for
it, just as we had to fight for it here in
Australia. If they wait for a bunch of
silly old poofters who ponce about in
top·hats and wing·collars to get off
their collective arses and hand it over
on a silver platter because of a few
miserable begging petitions and
letters from voters they'll be waiting a
long, long time.
Good luck in your second year.
South Pacific RadiO
Dear Sir,
Could you please resolve this
matter for me. I have just purchased
Peter Chippendales The British CB
Book the problem being Page 197
The Law. It states, it emphasized that
there is no power under the W.T. Act
for the Smokeys, Buzbys and Customs
to detain any apparatus for evidential
or any other purpose apparatus may
only be removed with the owners
permission, yet in your Oct. '81'
edition Page 61 heading Who can
detain your rig? Quote: As previously
stated the customs and excise

management act 1979 empowers the
police to seize or detain anything
liable to forfeiture under Customs and
Excise acts. The British CB Book is
marked publication 1981. Could you
explain the difference in facts as this
could have serious effects on other
good buddies.
10-10 till we do it again
Spiderman
The honest answer is dear old Peter
doesn't know our October 81 edition
contains the correct information as
does the July and August, with the
facts in these three' issues you will
know the whole situation. So will Peter
and no doubt any future re-writes will
be correct.
C.R.E.S.T_
We are the happy little band
Who monitor 'Channel Nine'
We'll get you all the help you need
We are all on the old'Land Line'
Be it your child who's not come home
Be it your dog that's lost
We'll organise a search party
All at no extra cost.
If you ever see an accident
or anyone unwell
Go on channel nine my friend
and the services Crest will tell

We aim to be reliable
We always aim to please
So please do not use 'Channel Nine'
Unless its help you need.
German Shepherd.
Leeds.

Dear Sir,
I am a great fan of SSB and enjoy
DX'ing a great deal. The new FM
system is of no use to operators like
myself, as it is designed only for short
range communication, many people
will say 'why not become a radio
amateur' well it's just not that easy if
you pass the R.A.E. club test· you can
use only VHF bands ie: 2 metres
which is not really intended for DX'ing
abroad. To get on the HF bands you
hav.e to pass the class 'A' test which
in voles morse code tests - I think this
is ridiculous if you don't intend to
operate morse equipment, - another
thing is the equipment costs about 3
times as much - so why bother.
I will carry on the fight for 27MHz
AM SSB to FCC spec. and I hope other
breakers will carry on.
73 & 51
Bravo Mike Oscar
Bimbo . North B'ham
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You can't resist
•

the

•

oar
The Major
difference is quality.
That's why they're Europe's
best-selling CBs.

CB radio with
adifference

Major FM sets to full British legal
specification are available now. Use
the coupon to order by post - allow
28 days for delivery. Or 'phone for
the address of your Major dealer.
Major 2000 transceiver:
• Volume • Squelch
• Channel selector
£69.00 complete
Major 5000 transceiver:
• Volume • Squelch
• RF gain • Mike gain
• S/RF meter • Tone
• CB/PA • Channel 9 priority
• ExVint
• Attenuator on front panel
£89.00 complete

Major 3000 transceiver (illustrated):
• Volume • Squelch
• Channel selector • CB/PA
• S/RF meter • RF gain
• Tone
Only £76.00 complete
Major 4000 base station:
• Volume • Squelch
• Tone • Phone jack
• Channel 9 priority
• OX/Loc switch
• On-the-air light
• RXlTX light
• S/RF meter
• Channel selector
£120 complete
;..
~
;::;:;::,.

.i1\~ 6.. -..U!j...Major (UK) Lld,

Unit 2, Station Yard, Wilbraham
Road. Fulbourn, Cambridge CB1 SET.
Tel: (0223) 881055.
Telex: 817420.

... '
•
~ iiiiiio:::
""" ~

r--------------I

Please send me the following Major CB equipment
(state model(s) and quantity):

I

I
I

I

I
I

.............. ,
I enclose cheque/PO for £ _ OR debit my
Access/Barclaycard No
Allow 28 days for delivery. Postage is free.
Name

.
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, ..
All Major CB sets have attenualor
switches, 40 channels with LED
indication and 4W max output. They
come complete with dynamic
microphone. speaker, cables,
mounting kit and instruction manual.
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There are other ways ofmaking money...

NEW!SEE V
BREWFORC.B.
Yep, everything you want
to know about C.B. Radio can now be
found at Brew.
Our new department stocks aerials,
handbooks, instruction packs,
microphones: We'll give you expert
advice on fitting, on use and on
operation to ensure that you get the
most out of this great new sensation.
So get yourself down to
Brew and learn a thing or two about
C.B. Radio now:
We open Mon-Sat 8.30-5.30 Sun 9-1.

Like cashing in on Citizens Band from

AC~B,'

[1]'

«~'IIe\n"\

THE LEADING CITIZENS BAND WAREHOUSE

WE STOCK THE LOTl

~

"'~C;;;:-"'J. ~

••IE!

~i§@w W"~§ .......

TRADE ENQUIRIES ONLY

K40

.-Name

•

Company

•

..

_

.
•

Tel.

POSition

caR 11

!1T43,OFFRO.!'W~~fs~l!~S~~E~~~,!~~!~!~i~

ACTNOW
To Secure Your 1982

CB RADIO DIARIES
Containing 32 Pages of up to Date
CB Information Which any

Breaker
NEW or EXPEBIENCED WILL
FIND ESSENTIAL READING

*

16 Pages of CB Information For
Both F .M. & AM. Operators.
16 Pages of DX Logs, Club Logs
& Relevant Codes

*

*
*

History of CB &
. What the Controls Do

Recommended Retail Price
of Aa.aB " 3Bp p&p

This
Diary
is only

A~~.

from

~

RADIO

Il;;MA
__iiGAZ
__IiiNE
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*YOURCOMPANYNAME
CAN BE PRINTED ON THE
.A:r'l'RACTIVE BLUE FRONT COVER
Minimum f 100 Diaries)

r
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

--------Please allow 28 days for delivery.

Trade and club prices available on application.
Please send me
1982 CB Radio Oiary(ies) and I
enclose cheque/PO for £
(Price each £2.25" 35p p&p)
Make cheques payable to CB Radio Diaries, Tudor Works,
Beaconsfield Road. Hayes. Middx. UB4 OFL

I

I

PlEASE PRINT CAREFULLY AS THIS FORM WILL ADDRESS YOUR ORDER

NAME
ADDRESS
,.,

..

',

"

............................. , "

················
"""""

.

,.. " .. ",

~ :.:.: .~..~. ~. ~ . ~ • ~ ':':': .~..~••~. ~. ~ . ~

I
I
I
I

I
I

'.1
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HARRIER

The Harrier CB from Dixons, their basic rig
Having started our legal rig tests
last month with a practicalloak at how
they perform, this month we can get
right down to facts.
The first thing you should look for in
any magazine review is how the tesl
was carried out and on what equip·
ment. When CB started in America,
many magazines had no facilities to
accurately test equipment, thus reports
run by some magazines Iit~rally
amounted to "Oh, this is a nice sort of
rig (Thinks to himself, 7hey advertise
with us, I'd better give it a good write
up' or 'They don't advertise yet; maybe
they will after this1- Well it works and it
has some lovely fiddly little knobs. I
would definitely recommend this one."
Then to bolster up the review and
make it look good a few of the manu·
facturer's facts and f!Jures were
thrown in and Hey Presto one review.
In some cases the magazines often
printed the manufacturer's own test!
Naturally this procedure was easy and
a nice way out for the editorial staff
but not really cricket, eh, what!
Now with our own British system
this laxed method of reporting or socalled testing may happen, so beware
and don't accept a review on face
value.

r

c

Rig tests printed by us will be
factual, based on carefully obtained
data and they will be truthful I. We
happen to believe that a test which
could easily swing the balance and
help you decide which set to purchase needs to be covered in a
responsible manner and not a lighthearted, "this one's not bad", attitude.
Therefore, we offer readers and manufacturers alike the following guarantee:

Now all that remains is for you to
understand and get the most out of
the test.

Di ons
Dixons, that well known High Street

chain, surprised quite a few people in
CB - including us. It was a foregone
conclusion that CB would be covered
by and retailed through the Dixons
chain; the surprise really came in their
announcement.
On 20 October, 14 days before
legalisation, we received a phone call
informing us that deliveries were
taking place and most of the 240
branches would now have stocks.
Prior to their call we were wondering if
any shops would have stock in time
for 2 November. Dixons had kept quiet
and beaten everyone else.
Two transceivers are available from
them, the Harrier CBX at £99.99, one
penny beneath the hundred pound
mark and the Harrier CB at £69.99.
Obviously the 99 pence psychology
plays a large part in the Dixons price
structure and with Christmas almost
upon us we decided to look at the less
expensive of the two rigs.

CB
Constructed in Japan, the exterior is
black plastic-coated aluminium which
butts to a black plastic face plate. This
has grey aluminium trim printed and
designed to display the
Volume,
Squelch, Channel Change, Channel
LED, Signal Power meter and TX light.
The loudspeaker is mounted on the
underneath surface and the grille is
covered internally with a fine mesh to
prevent dust getting inside.
Microphone
The socket is a four-pin screw type
mounted on the left hand side of the
case. This would stretch the lead if the
set was mounted centrally in the car
and operated by the driver. All
transmit and receive switching Is done
via the microphone so the receiver will
not operate without the microphone
connected. This is quite normal to
most CB transmitters.
Internal constNctlon
On the whole this is quite good. It is
not a converted or modified AM set
but a purpose-designed FM unit. The
soldering is generally good but the
revue sample failed to work when first
connected. This was found to be due
to two minor faults; a dry joint on the
crystal caused no TX/RX and secondly
a poor solder joint on the microphone
plug. Both faults were easily repaired
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and we understand that the set would
have been exchanged immediately by
Oixons.
"However, the worst comment regarding
internal assembly is that on many of
the components their legs were rather
long and the cutting machine had
bent them over. Thus one or two of the
remaining stumps were almost touching
other parts of the circuit, as the
printed circuit is coated then if these
stubs were to touch they would be
somewhat insulated. With the test set
there were no cases where the circuit
was bridged or touching the board.
This criticism may already not apply
to sets as in all honesty time must
have played a major role in their
construction to meet the November
legalisation deadline with the first
consignment of Harri~rs_

itter est

Power output
The high power operation is fairly
good and would give just under the
legal maximum output power at the
normal car voltage of 13.8 volts. Sut
with the attenuator or low power
switched in the output was 13dS,
which is more of a reduction than the
necessary 10dS required by law.
It is possible that this could be corrected by an internal adjustment but
as the circuit of the equipment was
not supplied, we were unable to determine this.

HI

Supply Voltage
10.8 volts 13.!2 volts 14.5 volts
(weak) (average)

I

1.8W

la
O.05W
frequency

I

lE]

lie

3.3W
/4.0W
0.15W
0.21W

The maximum amount of correct frequency is at cold temperatures. This
was 110Hz.
Operated at room temperature the
frequency was within 100Hz, which is
a very good result.
The channel spacing was 10kHz
and was accurate across the full 40
channels.
Temp.

CHl (MHz)

CH40 (MHl)

48°F
(cold
morning)

27.60136

27.99136

68°F
(room
temp.)

27.60126

27.99126

GJ
£Input Frequency

Input

Levels

The major equipment used to
conduct this test was:
Racal 9081 and 9082 signal
generators.
Marconi TF42F distortion meter.
Marconi TF340 audio power meter.
Racal 9916 frequency meter.
Racal 9101 and Bird 43 power
meters.
Racal 9009 modulation meter.
Level! TG1500 audio generator.
Solartron AS 1412 power supply
unit.

Att~n.

@@

500Hz

0.5mV
1.0mV
2.0mV
50mV
200mV

0.2kHz
0.25kHz
0.50kHz
1.00kHz
1.00kHz

11~5Hz

0.3kHz
0.7kHz
104kHz
1.5kHz
1.5kHz

~500Hz

0.20kHz
0.25kHz
0.60kHz
1.00kHz
1.00kHz

Modulation limiting appears to be
good and confirms that FM equipment should not use 'power mics'. Full
deviation is possible at normal voice
levels and any increase of audio input
(Le. power mics) would probably lead
to distortion.

eceiver

Our overall impression of this set
was good. Whilst some of our figures
do differ from the manufacturer's, it
should be noted that this set was obviously one of a batch and manufacturing tolerances do fluctuate.
Manufacturer's
General
Channels
Frequency range
Operating
temperature range
Power source

st

Audio output

Measured j nto an 8 ohm load at
13.2 volts supply:
1.5 watts

1.6% distortion

2.35 watts

10% distortion

3.50 watts
(max)

28% distortion

At the rated outpuq1.5 watts) dis·
tortion is very low and totally inaudible even at 2.35 watts and 10% distortion the quality is good.
Squelch level

Threshold - 0.1 uV (microvolts).
Fully muted - 7.0uV.
We consider this to be a good
adjustment range. It is possible to set
the squelch to cut out all but the worst
interference and when radio conditions are quiet, it can be set to open
on the very weakest stations.
Receiver HnsltMty

This, too, is a good result and means
that the equipment is able to hear
signals as weak as the radio conditions would allow, i.e. the range
obtainable will not be dependent on
the radio but on the amount of interference that is on the frequency at the
time.
1OdS quietIng at 0.16uV

Modulation

20dB quieting al O.flOuV

For this test the peak deviation is
measured and an audio tone fed into
the microphone connections.

30dB quieling at 1.80uV

CB Radio December 81

Summary

Current drain
Dimensions

Sp~cJflcatlons

General
40 digllal PLL
synthesised
27.6012S·27.9912S
-S"C to+4S"C
10.810 15.6V DC
reversible ground
(13.2V nominal)
(1) Transmil. 1.SA
nominal. (2) Receive.
1.2A nominal
WIdth 162mm
Height 55mm
Depth 201mm

Transmitter

6F3 (FM)
Emission
4W
AF power output
Frequency tolerance <±1.5kHz
AF power altenuator >10dB
Frequency response SOO 10 2,SOOHz
Frequency deviation >±1.SkHz @
1,250Hz audio
Adjacent channel
<10 microwatt
power
Spurious emission
(1) <SOnW within the
following frequency
bands:
BOMHz-8SMHz
87.SMHz-118MHz
135MHz·136MHz
174MHz·230MHz
470MHz-862MHz
(2) <0.25 microwall
at 'any other
frequency
Receiver

Conversion system

IF
Channel display
Audio oulput power
sensitivity
Adjacenl channel
rejection
Spurious emission
Squelch sensitivity

Dual conversion
superl1eterodyne
10.69SMHz 1st and
45SkHz 2nd
Digital 7 segment
LED's
>l.SW into 8 ohm
<1 microvoll @ 20dB
SIN
>40dB
<20nW
1 to 10 microvoll

NEXT MONTH
The Amst,,,d 901 and the Fidelity 2000
Our sincere apologies lor only one rrg lest this month.
The other rlrl we were rllven W8S nOlup to speclllclJtlon.
Sorry.
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Two 01 the most basic operations to
CB are installing and SWR'ing a rig
and these are the operations that
cause most grief to a CB'er - and the
mosl damage la a rig! Thi!'t feature will
give some basic advicE' on how to
cope with installing and SWR'ing and
we shall be repealing it regularly for
new breakers.
Having purchased your rig, the noxt
decision is the antenna. This is a personal choice (and fairty restricted if
you are sticking to the legal types).
From our point 01 view the decision
you need to make is whether you want
to mounl the antenna on the bodywork and actually drill holes. etc.• use
a mag mount (an anlenna with a mag·
netic base which will 'stick' to the
metal bodywork 01 a vehicle) nr a gutter mount which clamps on to the gutler of the car. The problem with the

last two is running the cable into the
car. The location 01 the antenna on the
car will influence the radiation 01 your
signal- see diagrams. Location of the
set is also down to you but remember
you r:eed to change gear. your passengers might want to use the set and
you should be able to reach it easily to
change channels without running
down the pedestrian population of
your area. Some breakers leave the
rig loose on Ihe parcel shelf or use a
slide mount lor easy access.

Fitting the rig

SWR

1) Make sure the mounling area Is
suitable and strong enough.
2) Ensure that you don't drill
through the wiring or instrument
panet.
3) Check that the wire carrying the
power comes from a fused source or
that an in line fuse is fitted.
4) Don·t try putting a 12V rig in a
24V lorry or a 6V car. They don't mix!
5) Connections direct 10 the battery
ensures no voltage drop and helps
eliminate engine noise. You can run
the feed from an ignition switched
accessory terminal on the fuse box.

SWR stands for standing wave ratio
and gives a reference figure for how
much of the transmitter power is actually radiated away from the anlenna
and how much is reflected back down
the co-ax to the sel. How much is radio
ated away depends on the physical or
electrical length of the antenna and it
must be tuned correctly to cover the
frequencY used. The ligure is e,,;pressed
as a ratio, i.e. 3:1. 2:1 or 1.5:1. You
should concentrate your ellorts into
getting it as much below 2:1 and near
to 1:1 as possible. If substantially
higher you won't 'get out' too well and
you could permanently damage your
set.
You need:
SWR meter (some rigs have a builHn
meter - instructions will come with the
set): a patch lead - a short piece of
cable with PL259 connectors at bolh
ends.
1) Park Ihe car in a relatively open
space, away from large amounts of
metal, lamp·posts, trees or buildings.
2) Make sure car doors, boot and
bonnet are closed.
3) With the rig switched off, disconnect the antenna co·a,,; and connecl it
to the meter terminal marked ANT.

The basic instructions lor connecting your rig and/or antenna will
be included with them and you must
go by their recommendations. The tallowing points are to give some extra
help bul they are only general and II
you really have problems then go to a
professional or 'someone in the know'.

po~~hr~;~ l~~~~ ~ufk~~~~~~~~rp~~~

through or that there is free space for
a hole.
7) Cars are either positive or nega'
tive ground. CB's are also positive or
negative earth (although some sets
are dual polarity). Mosl modern cars
are negative. Negative sets cannot be
installed in positrve cars and vice
versa. Consider this when buying a ri!l.
8) When connected do not try to
transmit without the antenna correctly installed. sited, in circuit and
SWR·ed. (Transmissions whilst SWR'ing
should be as brier as possible).

..;:; '........
:" " "'~" " '~" " ".;.::'., .. ..
::))::

Installing the antenna
1) The antenna should ideally be
mounted as high as possible. The
higher the percentage of the antenna
lenglh mounted above roof·top the
better the performance.
2) Put the cable as far away from
noise sources as possible (ignition
systems. etc.).
3) Mount antenna with a good metal
to metal ground. removing painl, mud
or rust where the antenna is to be
mounted.
4) AVOID ANTENNA COAXIAL CABLE
DAMAGE. This is the problem with
mag or gUll er mounts as the cable will
need to pass through the window or
door opening. Shutting the window or
door on the cable can cause damage
to lhe cable and conseQuently to the
set.
5) Again. before drilling, check that
you aren't damaging anything (fike the
petrol lank!) and that there is enough
Iree space for any mountings.
6) Make sure th?tthe cable can lead
to the rig without kinking. stretching
or working against anything. DON'l
WINO UP EXTRA CABLE INTO A
TIGHT COIL This can drastically
influence the performance of the
antenna.
7) Use proper, soldered connec·
lions and make sure that all plugs,
etc.• are screwed tightly. Don't leave
cable and connections hanging or
where lhey can be pulled or dam'
aged.
8) If you need to lengthen the
existing cable or buy new cO'axial
cable It must be RG58U 50 ohm cable.
9) Still don't transmit! Wait untit you
have SWR'ed and are satisfied with all
the connections and Installation.
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You willlind on all antennas a pro·
vision lor adjusting the mast length.
To find if it needs lengthening or
shortening take two readings. one on
channel 1 and the other on channel
40. If the reading on 40 is higher than
on 1 then the antenna needs shortening. 11 lower on 40 than on 1 the
antenna needs lengthening. MAKE
VERY SMALL ADJUSTMENTS each
time untit the reading is satisfactory. I!
you need to actually trim the mast
with a hacksaw, as opposed to sliding
the mast up and down. cut 011 a minute
amount each time. It is very easy to
cut oil/adjust too much.

Usmg lhe patch lead connect the
meter terminal marked CB or TX to the
rig antenna plug.
4) Switch on the set and turn to
channel 20. (It Is anti'socialto SWA on
any oflhe breaking channels). Switch
the SWA meler to 'Forward'. Press the
transmit button. The needte on the
dial will move. Adjust the knob on the
meter until the needle swings over to
give the maximum reading (often
marked SET or CALIBRATE).
5) Now switch the meter to 'Rellected'
and key the transmit bullon. The
needle should drop back and give a
reading along the marked scale. If
less than 2:1 there is no real need to
worry
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GOT YOUR EARS ON~
DO YOU COPY?
.

ORDER
EARLY FOR
CHRISTMAS
Don', be a RUBBER-BANDER! Discover ,he difference between a "BEAVER' and 'SMOKEY
BEAR or a "GRANNY and a 'FRONT DOOR"
Learn the colourful, crazy language of C.B. now
, with this educational and emenaining casselle tape
Learn also the more serious aspect of CB. Radio, For example
how to deal with an emergency
situation,
In fact
. everything you need to know, from 'CHOOSING A HA DLE' and 'BREAKING A
CHANNEL' to 'GOING DOWN AND ON THE SIDE.
Be an 'ACE' In time for legalisation

THEN
join a convoy with confidence!

DIRECT BY MAIL FROM
BRIDAIR AUDIO PROMOTIONS
BASEMENT STUDIOS
158 NEW BRIDGE STREET
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE
NEI2TE.
Telephone: (0632) 22331
ALSO INCLUDED IS A REFERENCE UST
OF TRADITIONAL TEN CODE, PHONETIC
ALPHABET AND GLOSSARY OF THE
MORE POPULAR PHRASES.

"
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An alternative radio or determined lawbreakers?
As a CB magazine it has always
been our policy to write about just that
and to not get sidetracked into other,
sometimes irrelevant, subjects. How·
ever, there is a whole world of broadcasting which is very much less than
legal or official and this covers many
elements other than CB.
Pirate or Free Radio has a healthy
tradition both in this country and
Europe, and in many respects takes
over where CB leaves off. So what
exactly is Free Radio? (Note: I have
used the term Free Radio as a
courtesy to its 'members' who get very
upset at being called pirates). The
truly unofficial broadcast is one which
is spontaneous with little or no
organisation and definitely no official
backing. The transmitting station is
run by one person or a small group of
friends who use a part of the radio frequency not permitted or licensed for
them, to broadcast an almost personal
programme choice.
However, some stations are unofficial but have or had a thinly disguised commercial or political backing.
The pirate offshore stations of the
60's such as Caroline, Radio London
and Radio City had financial support
from backers and advertisers and
deserve our gratitude for breaking the
Government's stranglehold on entertainment broadcasting. Political stations
that have flourished, for example in
Spain and Ireland, have been supported financially by the political party
involved. These types of stations are
the exception rather than the rule.

Telegraphy Act) as illegal breakers.
The one crucial difference is that
breakers use CB for their own entertainment but in addition to that, broadcasters hope to offer entertainment or
enlightenment to others. The other
difference is, of course, that while Britain, in common with other countries,
has at least been given an official CB
service, it is most unlikely that individual broadcasting for entertainment will be legalised.
Many stations depend on music
presentation, often covering tastes
not catered for by existing 'legal'
broadcasts, e.g., advanced forms of
rock and soul music. A lot of stations,
however, feature more middle of the
road music but feel that their
presentation is less formal and more
lively. They hope they are independent of the disadvan'tages and
pressures of official radio without the

very disreputable overtones which the
label 'pirate' gives. However, music or
pop isn't the only subject for Free
Radio. At one time Jesus Radio produced half~hour programmes combining classical music with religious
services derived from the Book of
Common Prayer. Unusual but compulsive listening. Political stations
have their say and alternative technology is a popular subject as people
have become aware of the need to
conserve energy and the ecology.
Radio Verte in Paris concentrated on
ecological subjects and tied in with
the more politically-minded supporters active in France. The Voice of
Comtek (community technology) startled
listeners in Bath by replacing Radios
1 to 4 on the FM band and urging
listeners to give up their cars in favour
of bicycles.

The roots and traditions of Free
Radio are very similar to illegal CB.
Both use parts of the radio spectrum
they are not permitted to use and
incur the wrath of the authorities for
doing so. Followers of both hobbies
go to great pains to avoid identifying
themselves too closely and share the
atmosphere of friendship and almost
elitism that comes from being illegal.
Both have a steady stream of rumours
circulating around and both crusade
against what they regard as injust
laws. Free Radio broadcasters break
exactly the same laws (Le., Wireless
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Most stations operate on a tiny bud- get and at a complete loss to their
organisers. They are, however, always
pleased to get signal reports and will
usually answer with a QSL card and
more information on the station. Most
stations give out regularly a contact
address for signal reports, requests
and general correspondence.
A lot of broadcasts are concentrated in the short wave band, especially around 6200-6300KHz, although
some (particularly British) are using
the medium wave to capture a large
audience. Transmitting equipment is
often home brew and studio equipment sparse but stations often make
up in enthusiasm what they miss in
gadgets.
Listening to Free Radio is as big a
hobby for listeners as producers and
the wave of amateurly produced magazines are obviously aimed at clandestine listeners as well as active
participants. Free Radio is growing at
an amazing rate and parallels the
growing dissatisfaction with the government practice of licencing themselves and their 'friends'. People
inside the Free Radio scene feel they
are gaining support from the CB
hobby as some CBers are finding that
they enjoy broadcasting but are not
getting enough from a 'social' CB
service. Consequently they are turning
to unofficial radio for the satisfaction
of a more publicly entertaining
service.
However, some illegal station broadcasters feel that CB has been a 'trial'
for informed transmitting and has
proved a failure, when, for example in
the USA, the sheer number of stations
has made it impractical for even the
lowest of technical regulations to be
enforced. They consider that by
remaining unofficial they offer a challenge to political thought at the

CD Radio Magazine
would like to thank S9
Hobby Radio for this cartoon
portroying their
view of rodio pirating.

present time and that by staying
illegal will maintain a self-policing system and self-enforced standards.
There is, however, considerable lobby
to have a part of the spectrum
reserved for unofficial broadcasting.
Whilst researching this article, I
became aware of a vast network of
broadcasting which is largely unknown
by the public but has a lot of support
from its fan. Of course an article of this
nature is necessarily full of generalissat ion and I expect we will receive
mail from those who will disagree with

points raised. As Free Radio has so
many similarities with CB and is a
largely unreported field we will be
running a series of articles to cover
some subjects in greater depth. In the
following months we hope to feature
the British, European and American
situations and a visit to a radio station.
These articles are based on research
and not practical experience and I
would be grateful for any information
or help from those more closely
involved.
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MObile Antenna
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ANTENNA

27

A new FREE-SPACE
resonant HALF-WAVE
mobile aQ.tenna with
DOUBLEVSWR
ADJUSTMENT. Only
1.5 METRES LONG and
with these special features:

An UNOBTRUSIVE
and efficient FREE-SPACE
base antenna. Only the
GENUINE BIG JIM 27
has these features:
* Low angle radiation

* Tuneable to required bandwidth

* No radials

;

* Stainless steel elements
* Fully weatherproofed
* Low angle radiation

I

* Newly designed matching unit
* Suitable FM, AM, SSB. 25 watts
Adjustable for low VSWR

* Standard 50 ohm impedance

* 50 ohm protected input

* Suitable FM, AM, SSB. 25 watts

* Mast bracket and 'U' clamps
supplied

* Can be used on fibreglass
vehicles

* Fully weatherproofed

* Base socket supplied
PRICE NOW ONLY £50
Including VAT,
postage and packing
(SAE further details)

PRICE £29 including VAT,
postage and packing.
(SAE further details)
TRADE ENQUIRIES

The FERROLlNE and BIG JIM 27
are BRITISH MADE

BOOKS
CB BlUE. SliIllhe biggest and best.
Everything about CB radio

*

Cl RADIO COIISUUCTlOIf ~ROJECTS. More
DIY projects 10 make at home

(-Brit
01-9082726

BIG JIM 27
Base: Antenna

WR£NPRO
0493 700245

CB RADIO
CS.50

HOW TO SElECT AND INSTAll CB ANTENNAS.

Excellent book for the beginner. How
10 use and choose.
C8 ACCESSORIES lOU CAN BUILD. Many DIY
projects for the hOme constructOr
BIG·O GUrDE TO Cl RADIO. The mosl popular
book for the beginner. The Ol'iginal.

FtAROLlNE 27
Mobile: Ante:nna

f3.55

n.50
U.25

tUIl
CB'm IIANIlY MANUAl IlF SU. Sideband
operation explained in simple terms,
How to run SSB rigs
tuo
Cl NAIIDY IlICTlONAn. Dictionary of
terms, 10 codes and operating etc
t 1.110
All IIlUIlIlUCTlDIl TO UDID oxr••
Long distance reception on all short
wave bands from 160 through to 10 meters
(including 27MHz), Amateur and broadcast.
Also VHF. How to OSl, '0' codes, many
other items on OXing.
£2,15

99 WAYS TIlIMPRIlWE YOUR CB RAIlIIl, How to
really gel the best out 01 your CB rig and
tl.SIl
antenna. Operat....g techniques and aids
Cl JUGOIl. Writlen by CB'ers for CB'ers
Jargon/Direct()()'. First British book
tUs
MODEU CB RADIO SEIIVICI"G, Recently
published. An essential book lor
the serviceman.
£5.30
ca OICTlDIlARY. Comprehensive CB gUIde
to 10 codes. jargon. eQuipment
and oper&lion
tUn
NIlW TO IUlE WAlKIE TALliES. Clrcuils for low power
handheld and portable sets tor
CB and amateur radio
t1.10
1I0W TO aUllD AOUIICED SNORTWAWE
RECEIVERS. Constructional details for
a number 01 receivers with high level
performance.
t1.30
SOUD STATE SNlIRTWAYE RECEIVERS
fOR BEGINNERS, Simple and relatively
inexpensive designs tOf several SOlid
tl.35
state SW receivers

M.., Ilhr '.h .. rdil, 11'1.... Ilttlrnkl.

ta, 111_,

In lln ulll.....

BIG JIM is a registered trade
name. Beware of imitations.

*

ELECTRONICS
o

nd A AMATEUR RAlIllI. How 10 become a
radio amateur, Full details RAE Exam
etc etc.
TWlI·METRE AMTEllIIA NAIIDIlIOK, FOf radIO
amateurs. Contains many prachcal
designs tor two·metre antennas.
Propagalion, matching and
performance.
GUIDE TO 8RIlADCASTlNG STATIONS. Latest
16th edition covers long, medium and
shortwave statIOns of the world.
Complete listeners guide
MASTER IN-CAR ENTERTAIIlMENT. Everything about mobile broadcast radio,
audio tape players and car antennas etc
RADIO CIRCUITS USING IC·,. ReceIVer
circuits IOf either amplitude Of
frequency modulated signals.
Voltage regulators etc.
EASY·GUIDE TlI CITIZENS lAND RADIO.
Equipment, antennas. installation,
procedures and maintenance.

£1.95

tUD

tUS
tUIl

rUD

n.so

PRICES SHOWN INCLUDE P & P

ZL COMMUNICATIONS

Cantley, Nr. Norwich, Norfolk NR13 3RT. TEL: GT. YARMOUTH (0493) 700821
9-5.30 weekday.s - callers only by appointment
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I
Persuader
OUTPERFORMS ANY SIMILAR
ANTENNA INCLUDING K-40 ON
PRICE AND PERFORMANCE.

Antennas

~t
~

against damage and the
weather.

ft/Jiiljiiin

K40

48

continuous.

OPEN MON-SAT 9AM-6PM

*whip
60" stainless steel tapered
- no spring -

Telephone 01-648 4797/3661

KO««««««

,A1terloo

DEALERS
REOUIRED PHONE CALL
OR WRITE.

OCOtl\.
140 sandy Lane, Camp Hill, Birmingham.

Tel:021-772 1994
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KENT OPEN CHANNEL Present The
CB'ERS DIARY 1982

liIy'URB
_RY

19IZ

300% more holding power
than conventional magnets.

@

COMMUNICATION
ANTENNAS t t t

& RETAIL SALES
Rigs and Accessories

J

Persuader Antennas made by

INTERNATIONAL

'Firestik'
ANTENNAS

.

Full range of
antenna
Incorporated base
loaded antennas
and mountIng
hardware
available.

- M-,
H- A

r-

WJ 'l: .::

* Hand wound hand tuned
coil in the cup, protected

*complement
Choice of cup colours to
your vehicle.
*......Complete
with Super Mag
tpe magnet mount with

SUrouY

11 (ri\ SI RTEL',u,:;=

*

increases performance and
distributes shock evenly.

~

STOCKISTS OF MOST MAJOR BRANDS
OF CB EQUIPMENT

Super good looking low
silhouette design.

* Tested at 500 Watts
rated at 00 Watts

A

~

COMMUNICATIONS

FROM MOCOM

A major
advance in
antenna
technology
from the
Antenna
Pros field
tested and
field proven
by thousands
ofCBers.

~

185 STREATHAM ROAD,
MITCHAM,

Also available from
CBCI". J1 0 _........ "if';

~
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AI Gross at Trafalgar Square
First licence?
It's not often that you'll find any type
of reporter out on the streets before
8.00am. Yours truly is normally tucked
up in bed dreaming of DV27's and
multichannel rigs.
November 2 proved to be the
exception to the rule. The brief from

my Editor was to be at Trafalgar
Square Post Office by lA5am. After
being threatened with a whole month
of 'tea·making duty', I reluctantly
accepted the assignment.
When I arrived it seerned like the
whole of Fleet Street had turned out
of bed for this occasion and I was
dazzled by floodlights from TV crews
and continually prodded by large
microphones being wielded by the
corresponding sound men.
Oh yes, I almost forgot, we'd all
gone along to see AI Gross (Father of
CB) obtain the first legal CB licence
for British FM sets. AI had been flown
in from the States especially for the
big day and on purchasing his licence
he looked somewhat pleased with
himself and went on to say what a
wonderful implement CB was.
I must confess that I felt a bit sorry
for poor AI. He'd come all that way,
he'd been woken up at an unearthly
hour and he didn't even get the first
licence! We got ours on 29 October at
our local Sub Post Office and,
contrary to popular belief, we didn't
have to bribe the issuing officer. We
are sure that ours wasn't the first and
we are offering a valuable prize to the
person with the 'Real First' (see The
Law and You in this issue).

strongly about the legal FM CB
system.
Unfortunately, although well organised and publicised, it didn't get the
turnout needed to prove their point.
However, the people there were adamant with their hostile opinion of FM
and were determined to fight on for
AM CB. Mr Kite, of the North East
Derbyshire 10-4 Club, spoke well and
kept everyone's attention. He was followed by several other speakers, who,
although well intentioned, could not
match Mr Kite. This was not the case
for Cliff Fox, Labour Leader of the NE
Derbyshire Council, who was very
eloquent, if not totally familiar with CB.
Police presence was nil, since the
Chesterfield marathon was being run
on the same day and they were fully
involved in controlling that.

I~EME IvIBEI~
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Rigs and chips
Opening its doors on'Legal Day'was
Microchip Electronics Ltd, down in
Warsash, Hants. A new company, they
are hoping to expand into a network of
CB shops in the south of England.
They will be stocking a large range
of rigs and accessories, including rigs
by Fidelity, Slrtel, Uniden and LCL.
Where they really seem to have
done their homework is in the advisory and repair field. They realise that
although a lot of their customers will
already be familiar with CB, a similar
number will need help and advice. So
Microchip will be running a free advis~
ory and demonstration service, install
mobile or base stations and have full
repair workshop facilities. (In fact they
already do contract repair work for

The happy sound of
motoring?
Tony Blackburn had a rig fitted at
Hammersmith CB Centre bright and
early at 9.30 on Friday morning (30
October) ready for legalisation on the
following Monday. Tony's metallic
blue Datsun 280ZX sports car was
fitted with an LCL (alias DNT) rig
manufactured in West Germany and
adorned with a K40 antenna mounted
on the hatchback. Tony is a new-
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More of a sigh than a gasp
As mentioned in Round Up last
month, the Last Gasp Rally took place
in Chesterfield on 25 October. It was
hoped that a large rally would prove to
the Government and media that there
are still many breakers who feel

P.S. Many, many thanks to Stingray,
Skywave, Steam Leak and Rectangle
for their quick and effortless change
of my (flat) rear tyre. Ladies might
make good reporters but this one's
useless at changing wheels (especially when she hasn't got a jack!).

corner to CB, legal or otherwise,
although he will be featuring a regu. lar CB spot on his Friday afternoon
programme on Radio London.
During the conversation 1 had with
Tony whilst his rig was being fitted, he
told me that although he considered
CB a very good idea and that its benefits are many and varied (especially for
the disabled and handicapped) he did
not agree with the CB slanguage used
on AM and hoped that it will not carry
over onto FM.
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The Supernational Custom
car Show
The Grand Hall, Olympia was the
venue, as before, for the 'Supernational' Custom Car Show from 30
October to 1 November. The usual
array of chopped, jacked, airbrushed
and plush lined cars were present,
along with a handful! of customised
American rigs (the type with wheels).
Side stalls were selling everything
from paint to turbo chargers. Radio
London were providing some of the
noise whilst transmitting live at the
mercy of Tony Blackburn. The rest was
supplied by the many in-car entertainment stands, a few 01 which were dis·
playing and, indeed, selling FM rigs.
Binatone, Amstrad, Fidelity were
prominent. Attendance, as usual, was
good and interest was centred, as can
be expected, around those stands displaying an alternative form of body·
work, not to mention those who specialise in lubricating tonsils.
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Germany calling
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The fastest growing hobby amongst
British servicemen in Germany just
fti1
has to be CB, according to one of our
.,
'spies a b road. There has apparently
been great opposition from high
ranking officers but the CBers have
persevered and forged a lasting
"
relationship with the local Germans
~~ (far more effectively than the organ......J r ............ rJIJr.rJIJr ~""'.Jr.trir
ised Army events).
:..r.:.a ~ ~ ~:.t;.=ere :cot: ~ ~'.' Even military intelligence were
involved in trying to stamp out CB two
Motorfair '81
~. years ago. However, the servicemen
have been operating within the wierd
Fed up with your old banger? FanCY".. and wonderful confines of German CB
swapping that Escort for a De Lorean? 51 law.

~
~

The British Forces Radio network
have started a regular CB programme
and helps the multitude of clubs keep
in touch with forthcoming events and
local news, interesting points raised
by CBers themselves and news from
home.
The presenters of the programme
have introduced a Golden Microphone Award, which is presented to a
breaker or club each fortnight for
either helping to save a life or
improved Anglo-German relationships.
They have already presented several
of these awards.
The legal CB in Germany bears no
resemblance at all to the illegal American AM CB and soldiers using AM in
Germany have faced fines between
£1,500 and £2,250 if caught. Buzby
seems quite mild in comparison!

.
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stand it. Held at Earls Court from 2030 October, it was a positive delight
for anyone who enjoys casting an
envious eye on the latest offerings
from the motor world. Gleaming
examples of current British and Continental models (or cars and womanhood) were displayed in elegant surroundings. And since CB was going
respectable there were some stands

"'.' CB from the
:ti1
". 'Top Peoples' Store'
....

Years of selling caviar and fur coats

.....

Harrods on 2 November, for amongst
the Steinway pianos and Bang and
Olufson hHi, legal CB rigs went on
sale at 9.00am.

~ to the nobility certainly didn't help

:ti1
".'
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for CB too.
"'.'
The big name present was Binatone, ~
with working sets on display at their ".'
stand. Halfords were also there with ~
lots of sales literature to give away but "'.'
·alas - no rigs. (Mind you, since they :\1
will be stocking Binatone anyway you "".,.
only had to cross to that stand to see ~
them). Apart from stands with T shirts ".'
and badges there were no other real :\1
C B goodies on sale. But it goes to
show how seriously CB is sUddenlY"
••
taken when its nearly legal.
~

~

•

~
~
~
~

~

li

....

s

Two minutes past nine and Mr A F.
Brown (Buyer of radio and TV) had just
finished briefing his staff on the
intricacies of this new and bewildering
subject when they all rushed off to try
and sell their first rigs, or 'transceivers' in Harrods's terminology. Two
major problems prevented Harrods
from selling their stock. None of
Harrods's clientele either cared or
were aware of legalisation day and to
cap it all the merchandising stand for
their rigs had not arrived.
Five minutes past ten it was discovered that the men's gift department were also selling CB rigs (much
to the horror of the radio and
television department) and men's gifts
being situated on the ground floor it

"
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looked like they would get all the
business.
Legal rigs on sale normally creates
queues of people clamouring to get
them. By 12 o'clock Harrods hadn't
sold a single set. If you've been

rushing around trying to get your
hands on either a Uniden or DNT rig,
get the chauffeur to drop off in
Knightsbridge, I'm absolutely certain
thal they'll sI ill have them.

.-._:4:4:JJK:4_:4:¥:E ~~
~
'.

Blunders Dept.
In Septembers magazine one of our

~ advertisers, Simply CB on page 46

'.

were surprised to find they were open
for a 'limited period only' and this has
caused great problems for them and
fti1 confusion amongst local breakers.
tw. Of course Simply CB are open for
31 business as usual and have no inten.. tion of closing.
~
Many apologies to Simply CB, the
K. production assistant has been put on
~ bread and water for a month. We all
"
make mistakes or so I keep telling the
fit Editor.

~
N.:
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LOTHER ALBRECHT

LTD

1 AVON DALE COURT, ONCHAN, ISLE OF MAN. PHONE 0624 28847

HERE AT LAST

The European Communications Specialists
with all types of Radios & Accessories - 400
stock items always available.

SUPPLIERS TO AUTHORISED AGENTS IN EUROPE
AND NOW HERE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
FROM WAREHOUSE 1

In the middle of England we can despatch your
supplies to 95% of UK to receive goods next
day.

WAREHOUSES 2 & 3

With negotiations currently under way for
warehouse 2 in North London and warehouse 3
in Scotland we can cover all you need fast.

CREDIT FACILITIES

For traders with suitable references and proving
three months' steady cash trading.

WE OFFER MORE YET

Guidance from our years of experience, free
delivery anywhere in U K, fully warranted
accessory stocks, 90 days' warranty on all
radios.

ARE YOU SURE

Of your radio supplies? If you are thinking twice
then apply in writing for our price list.

WORRY NO MORE

For those who already import CB Radio
Equipment we are here with many specialist
items. No need to tie up currency now with large
stocks. Get all you wish in smaller quantities
and still at our best prices.

WITH CB FREE

Now you must spend your time selling, not
wasting valuable time in import and customs
documentation.

WE ARE THE EXPERTS

We have solved all the problems for you. Your
customers need you most now, and having seen
legalisation in other countries, we can promise
you that. You have to keep your stocks flowing.

GOOD BUSINESSMEN

Know that to keep customers satisfied you must
have selection of goods. We have the biggest
selection. Your customers will not leave you for
other shops who hold only few items.

PHONE LOTHER ALBRECHT THE EXPERTS
OUR CB RADIOS ARE WAITING TO BE DELIVERED
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ERNOWAUDIO
+ SOUND
CB SPECIALISTS
THE WEST COUNTRIES LEADING WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL DISTRIBUTOR OF:

*
*

CB ACCESSORIES AND SPARES
COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT OF ALL KINDS SUPPLIED

81 MINA RD, ST. WERBURGHS, BRISTOL 2.
BRISTOL (0272) 541254
OPEN MON - SAT 9.30 - 7.30 & SUN 10.00 - 2.00
WANTTO SET UP BUSINESS IN CB?

BAIl ACCE.S. .E.

elTlu••

l

Established and reputable service organisation is prepared to provide service support and
possible capital assistance to right candidate.
Objective would be retail operation preferably
in the South East on saiary and/or profit share
basis.
Interested? The send full curriculum vitae and
reasons why you would be successful to
Box No. 475. clo CB Radio Magazine
Tudor Works, Beacon.fleld Road, Haye•• Middx. UB4 OFL

"LEGAL FM RIGS IN STOCK"
AlL MAJOlt
CJlIDfT (,AADS
ACCl'fm

TAGaA

UTAGI

TUlHbl
Cl MASTU

HAM MASlU
KAAADA
IUMI

~qnK

Opening Houts
Tue/fri
9-7
Sal
9.6
Sun
10-5

AV"'"'

RETAIL OR TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
CONTACT: JEFF, ROGER OR tEN ON

01-341 4161
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David Alien (Insurance Consultants) Ltd.Jj~otec\~

Tel. No. 0484-47027/8

24, QUEEN STREET, HUDDERSFIELD, WEST YORKSHIRE HD1 2SP

ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE AN An RISKS INSURANCE FOR C.B. EQUIPMENT
BASE &MOBILE CAR STEREO'S/RADIO SYSTEMS. COVER IS ARRANGED WITH
llOVO'S OF LONDON, BRIEF DETAILS ARE LISTED BElOW:
COVER - All RIsks of physical loss or damage on this type of equipment.
PReMIUM -

10% on the value of each rig - plus (if required)

n.oo (mobile)

£5.00 (home) for confiscation risks.

EXCLUSIONS

(1)
(2)

Claims occurring in respect of equipment installed in open vehicles or vehicles whose upper body is 01 plastic canvas
or similar materials.
Claims occurring whilst vehicle containing insured item is left unattended unless such vehicle is locked and windows
closed.

(3)

Claims the basis of which is damage resulting from Wear, Tear and Gradual Deterioration, Mechanical or Electrical
Derangement or Breakdown.

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

(81

Damage arising out of the installation or repair of insured items.
The first £5 of each and every claim not to apply where underwriters admit a total loss by Fire/Theft.
StormlTempest damage to aerials on premises.
Damage to aerials mounted on vehicles.
Loss of or damage to Cassettes/Tapes.

GENERAL CONDITIONS
(1)
It is a condition precedent to consideration of a claim for Theft hereunder that the Assured shall have reported the
circumstances to the police within 24 hours of such Theft.
(2) Cover may be cancelled by Assured or Underwriters by giving 15 days notice in accordance with NMA355, plus
Terms, Exclusions and Conditions of Lloyds Standard D Form NMA2001.
Note: Confiscation Cover is not provided by Lloyds 01 London but a Swiss reinsurer.
If you require this msurance please complete below and send to the above address with cheque for the correct amount.
A Cerllficate of Insurance will be issued upon acceptance.

(Tear off)
PROPOSAL FOR CB INSURANCE
Name

Have you had any claim that would give rise 10 claim under Ihis
insurance now proposed - YES/NO
(11 YES full details are required}

Address

Date of 8inh

Occupation

Has any Insurer declined to accept. cancelled, refused to continue
or agreed to continue only on special terms any insurance for
you or any other person to whom this Insurance would apply?
If so full particulars are required.

Dub Membership ............................ No.
(il applicable)

DETAILS OF EQUIPMENT
Make

Model

Year of
Manulaclure .....

.... Serial No

Type
(Base/Mobile]

PREMIUM CALCULATION
1.

Value (

@

2.

Value (

@10%:[.

10%"£

3.

Value (

@

10%= [ ....

Plus confiscation (if required! (7/£5

TOTAL [

Plus confiscation lif requited! (7/[5

TOT AL [

Plus confiscation lil requited! (7/£5

TOTAL (

CHEQUE ENCLOSED £

===~

l/MIe declBre that l/MIe have not withheld any material information and rhat all sraremems made Oil this form are true to
rhe beSt of my/our knowledge and belief and rhat rhe articles and property described belong to me/us, alld rhat no other
person has any interest thereon whether os owner, mortgagee, rrustee or otherwise.

~-
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Signed
Dare
The onlO"03\Ion comaonen in this prOPOsal will be lIealed '" the SlllClest 01 confidence belween ,he 8rOkers and lIoyd's
Unde'w",e,s ONLY.
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OLU• •POT
Diamond Breakers Club
Just a quick ratchet to inform good
buddles through your magazine of CB
activities in our area.
Firstly, our club which meets every
Wednesday at the Diamond Jubilee
Club, South
Kirkby. We hold
disco/buffet nights every few months
which are well attended by members
of other clubs as well as our own
members. We recently held our first
Treasure Hunt and found that it was a
lot of fun for those that took part. Our
latest venture is to be a Treasure Hunt
on foot for the benefit of our younger
members.
CB in this area is used well by most,
although we do get the occasional
'head banger'. When breakers in this
10-20 want a laugh, they get it on
Channel 29, which we have laid aside
as our silly Channel. Most nights of
the week you will find such characters
as Roberto Porkino Scratchino (who
breaks in from Milan and bends the
needle even though he's using a
DV27 on a biscuit tin lid) or Jock Strap
(with his unique sawn down electricity
pylon antenna). All really good clean
fun.
To show his prowess in electronics
one of our members has just gone
mobile. He's attached his rig to the
handlebars of his push bike, a DV27 to
the rear and carries his power supply
in a rucksack on his back. It may
sound a little bit far fetched, but it
actually works.
F"rom this letter It sounds as though
all our members are crazy, so if you're
ever passing through our locality pop
in for an eyeball and we'll prove that
we really are quite sane.
10·10 Till we do it again
Crackerjack (secretary)

places to camp and get rooms (this
might help breakers who could book
in advance).

10A4~

~-

These are only a few ideas of the
club and more are set out in a fact
sheet currently being produced. We
would like to hear from anybody that
feels that they could help out as area
organisers. Also people that run guest
houses etc. that would put campers
up for the night (even though campers
carry a tent they still chicken out and
get a room if its cold). It would also be
interesting to know how many
breakers would actually stop and give
someone a lift if they heard them
calling for one.
Kevin & Judie

Hastings Breakers
This club was formed in November
1980 from an original 40 members
and has now grown to over 600. The
committee that started as three has
now been increased to twenty. The
club really has grown out of nothing.
The first meetings were held in a
backroom of a pub but are now held
on Hastings Pier in the Ballroom.

C.B. Backbackers
This is a new club that is currently
being formed and will eventually be
run on a nationwide basis. The idea is
to use hand held walkie talkies -to call
up fellow breakers to try to get lifts
when out hiking, camping or long
distance travelling. We don't mean
like a free taxi service - no way. We
Teel that there is enough interest in
camping/hiking for this idea to be
worthwhile and to try the idea, myself
(Kevin Jones . Freebird) and my
seatcover (Judie Stevens - Dreamweaver) intend to set out on a
camping/hike from Hastings to Exeter
in the near future. We shall see what
the goodwill of other breakers is like. I
think we'll find help on the 19. Anyway
we shall see.
Anybody joining the club will
receive a membership card, badge,
sticker, rule book and a news sheet,
which as the club grows would include

50

citizens band

radio club
The club has a magazine issued at
each meeting, called the Hazard
County Herald, and produces t·shirts,
stickers, badges etc, in fact I provide
these for the club. Discos etc. are
regularly held and all the money goes
into the club bust fund, which luckily
has only been used twice. Busby
activity in this area i~ low at the
moment but things could hot up now it
is legal.
Freebird & Dreamweaver

Barry Breakers Club of Wales
Well what an exciting first year of
our CB club here in Bananatown.
We began last January in a room
above a local Ipub that we handled
'Colditz', but as we outgrew the castle
the members voted on a new venue
and we now hold eyeballs at the Hotel
International once a fortnight.
A breakaway club was formed at this
time by some committee and club
members who wanted an alternative
meeting place.
Discussion in the early days
consisted of busts (no not that kind)
channel discipline, legislation, etc.,
but now the emphasis is on raising
funds for club functions and local
charities.
We have a close working social link
with the 'Penarth Breakers Club'. Joint
events included a day out for 50
O.A.P.'s at the Marconi Club where
colour TV sets to view the Royal
Wedding, and a meal plus drinks were
enjoyed by the Senior Citizens, and of
course transport was provided by
breakers.
We are now looking forward to our
A.G.M. and promise that the second
year will be every bit as exciting and
enjoyable as the first.
Golden Numbers
Neon P.R.O.
B.B.CW.

Boulevard Breakers Club
Hi, there, we down at the old 'BBC'
thought that we might drop you a line
to tell you about the goings on at the
local CB club.
For starters the club is for anybody
interested in CB who lives around the
South Side of Glasgow. There are a
few other clubs in other parts of the
city, and if anyone wants to be put in
touch with them we will be glad to
oblige OK.
The club itself exists to help get a
better understanding of what CB is
and how to get a better idea of how to
use your rig and the other bits, for
example your antenna. Get the idea!
We try to get a better technical
understanding of the equipment and
help newcomers from over spending
on second rate rigs and advice on how
not to annoy the neighbours with TVI.
The clubs meets every other
Sunday at Corkerhill Community
Centre (behind Corkerhill railway
station) between 2 and 5pm. Lots
more information and details so why
don't you come down and see us
some lazy Sunday afternoon and we'll
lay an eyeball on you.
73's and 88's
Dr. Who
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RECHARGEABLE
BATTERIES
AND CHARGERS

Full range available. PenceU, HP7 (AA size) SOp. HPll (C sue) £2.00.
HP2 (0 size) £3.80. 9 volt PP3 £5.30. Many more and chargers.
S.A.E. for full lists.
High pow", (0.5 Ab) ,echo<geable pencen (AA

size) system and charger. Super power perfonnance.
Negligible volts drop on load
Over SOO duty cycles

*
** Cannot overcharge
charger)

MINIMISE TV I
WITH THE ORBITEBB
Ul'IIQUE ..ADJUB'UBL!l IMPZDAllfC!l KA1'CJIE1\
Imped.nce:
50 OHM· ADJUST....LE
Frequency
t6-l0 MHZ AN., FM. SS8

PRIVATE & TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

EXAMPLE

ORBITER
BABE STATION ANTENNA

(OUI

** Recharge
overnight
Cannot leak

Go,.

±4D8

landwldth

1.5 MttZ
VSWR
Len tl'I.n 1.5

Mill. Powe,
500W
TOql Lensth
19' 0"
Mounting
1·!I" mast tube
Connctfon

S OIIl9 Socket
Wel,ht
1.'K

* Running
cosl 0.1 p per
recharge

Mains charger shown. Single flying lead output with press-studs.
Automatic voltage adjustment for any number of cells between 4
and 12 inclusive. Press studs match holders. 4, 6, 8 and 12 cell
holders shown. Charger £7.13. 4 holder sap. 6 holder SBp. 8 holder
£1.47. 12 holder £2.93. PenceDs 90p each. All prices include VAT.
S.A.E for full lists.

Send S.A.E. + £1.45 for booklet, "Nickel Cadmiwn Power".

MAIL ORDER (Add 10% Po,t & Package) to' Opt. C.B.,
SANDWELL PLANT LTD, 2 Union Drive, Boldme<e,

Telephone
Enquiries:·
0789761Z673
Free_n .. hrdoe Ltd.,

£~~.95

1'YUIlng ll:oH,
Anlen Forelt
IndultI'lel [Itate,
AlCCltc"
W.rwlduhf,e.

Inc. V.A.T.
OIlmn..., ulhln, !Chi,
••adceu, uble etc.
always In Ilock

Sutlon Coldfield, We.t Midland•. B73 5TE. T.I, 021 3549764.

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

z

DCBD

o~

U

°
0..

1.48

.48
1.94
.93
.93
1.65

.44
1.76
.85
.85
1.50

AN 612

2.80

2.54

AN 7150

3.33

3.02

BA 521
Le 7120
M83712

1.56
7.03
1.28

1.41

1.31

6.37

5.93
1.08

Pll02A
TA 7205P

5.32
1.25

4.82

TA 7222

1.56

1.41

TA 7310P
UPC 1156·H2
UPC 1182

1.04

.95

.88

2.56
1.67

2.32

2.16
1.41

1.16
1.14

1.51

4.49
1.06
1.31

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT
Please send SOp for Carriage for all mail orders.
Send SAE for full list.

STRUTT LTD.
3d Barley Market St., Tavistock, Devon, PL19 OJF
Telex 45263
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Lady Chatterley v The Post Office
To our new reatJers, I ought to
explain that Vultures on the Side is a
feature that deals with the unfortunate experiences of 'busted' AM
breakers. By describing these events
we hope to warn others against
making the same mistakes and to
show the frequent ineptitude of the
authorities in dealing with CB cases.
In a way it is an article we would rather
not have to do - we would prefer that
no one got prosecuted or harrassed
for GB offences. Since that isn't the
case, we can only continu'e printing
these features as a warning. Let's
hope one day we don't have to.
This month we cover the story of
Lady Chatterley from Dunstable and
the Post Office. Final score not yet
known but my money is on Lady
Chatlerleyl A slightly different story
too, as it doesn't follow the usual
pattern of Vultures but still interesting reading.
A few years ago, Angela (Lady
Ghalterley) found herself at home on
her own with two young children. Isolated and bored but full of energy and
wits she bought a rig to give her other
interests outside the house. As she
used the rig over the months she
realised the need for a monitoring service and living near the M1 and being
on channel almost 24 hours a day,
that's what she became. With just a
basic 40 channel rig, Angela was
always on channel 19 to cover
emergencies and accidents. She
obtained the motorway control phone
number so she could ring directly for
assistance with accidents and she
was quickly recognised as an accepted
monitor.
Angela also met, through the
airwaves, the band of truckers who
need CB for a living as well as a hobby
and she was always on hand to talk to
a trucker in danger of falling asleep or
approaching bad traffic jams. Because
of the 'trucker network', Angela
became well known throughout the
country, apart from on her stretch of
the M1. This was during what many
people regard as the 'golden days of
CB' and everybody respected a 10-33
and breakers would always stay on
the side if Angela had an emergency
in progress.

'Get off channel
or be busted'
However, these golden days were
interrupted by a visit from an official
from the Interference Department of
the Post Office. His reason for the call
was suspected TVI and he warned
Angela, "Get off channel or be
busted!" With the support of her
trucker friends, Angela ignored the
warning and stayed on. She reasoned
that she had been on channel nine
months without any interference
problems, so why pick on her now?
(Angela suspects that another CB
base in the same immediate area was
causing the trouble and she automatically got the blame).
In the meantime, Angela had been
steadily updating her equipment. She
now had a Yaesu amateur radio set at
channel 19, a scanner covering
channel g, a Stalker IV and a Sigma IV
set 32 feet up. She continued to act as
a monitor and made links with people
doing a similar serVice on the M 1.
Angela formed part of an unorganised but effective monitoring team but
found her problems Increased because
of the lowered standards of GBers.
Although motorway users (again
particularly the truckers) are grateful
for Angela's efforts, the number of
Wallys has spoilt her effectiveness
since they don't show the same
respect for an emergency. Angela is
obviously disappointed with this
development and feels that too many
regard CB as a toy and don't appreciate the worth of it.

Still a determined lady, Angela
carried on with her service and was
not altogether surprised by the next
'official visit', This summer a GPO van
arrived outside the front door. A man
called and asked to speak to Angela.
He showed his identification and
again warned her that if she persisted
she would be prosecuted. When
Angela questioned him, he maintained there had not been a specific
complaint. (Angela feels that the PO
were under pressure to do something
about her). She showed the official
her transmitter and equipment, demonstrated that it was properly set up and
tuned and that she didn't use a burner. She phoned the local PO
department to check that the man was
genuine and to see if she could obtain
any more information. When pushed,
they said they did have interference
complaints.
Angela was concerned by this - so
much so that she went round her
entire neighbourhood and asked
everyone if she was causing any interference. They all said "No" (to her
relief as she was prepared to stop
altogether if their answer had been
"Yes") and she phoned the PO and
told them so.
So, Lady Chatterley is still there. A
bit disillusioned with people's behaviour
on channel and a bit worried about FM
but encouraged by the fact that "the
police think its great" even if they
can't offer official help and describes
herself as "a nutter that actually
enjoys doing this". Unpaid, often
unthanked, she is a true GBer as CB
ought to be.
SS
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CONNEX IONS
OPEN AT
BARNET AND

SOUTHAMPTON
Planned expansion to give you easy
access to Europe's fastest growing chain
of CB Wholesalers.
Connexions now offer even better service,
larger stocks, and keener prices when
you buy direct.

TRADE ENQUIRIES:
Telephone:
MAIDENHEAD

062 882-4338/9
BARNET

01-4493476
SOUIl-lAMPTON

070329152
Or come and see us at:
Connexions Head Office
Furrow Way, Cannon Lane,
Maidenhead, Berks. SL6 3NY
Telex: 8813271 GECOMS G
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11 Western Parade,
Barnet, Herts. EN15 lAD.
84a St. Mary's Parade,
Southampton.
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At last OCT are now in
the north of England
and Scotland.
The CB company of
integrity from
Newcastle to John
O'Groats

CHEROKffi

«~,.O\"'t\ D
TELEX

K40
~fliJiiiin

For service north of the river Tay, please contact Alan at
Johnstone Communications/OCT and for your service
south of the Tay and Ireland contact Tom at Central
Scotland/OCT.
If you do not have our current price list please
telephone or write to your nearest OCT distributor in
your area. We also operate a van delivery service, so
please call for more details.
South of the Tay
Central Scotland OCT
13 Ferry Road
Leith
Edinburgh
Tel: 031 554 9933
031 5543733
Telex 727385

North of the Tay
Johnstone Communications OCT
Low Wood Road
Stonehaven
Tel: 0569 64618

ITUR~

BREMr
Mail Order Welcome C.O.D.

These are your depots for the North of England,
Scotland and Ireland
Mobile Range
COlT 1110
COBRA
JAWS
C.B. MAsnR
HAM MAJORS
11USTAR 747
HAM MULTlMODES
HAM COHCORDES
SUP£RSTAR 11000
EXPERT 3110
WALKlE TALKlE 40 CH A.M.
WALKlE TALKlE 80 CH A.M.
BASE HAM JUMBOS

.Accessories
Our range of accessories is so large that it is very
difficultto list the full range, but if you want it then
we will probably have it. IF HOT WE WILL GET IT.
Because we import direct our prices are good so
you can afford to give the customers a better deal.
All OUR CB RADIOS HAVE BEEN LEGAllY IMPORTED
AND CARRY A VAT PAID SERIAl. NUMBER.

We welcome Access
Pricelist Available on Request
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Our retail department is open to the public where you will be able to purchase your
radios and accessories at realistic prices and remember everything we sell is cow:red by
the 777 GUARANTEE.
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INCREASE YOUR
'TALK POWER'

inclusive of VAT & Carriage
£38.18
C. W. O. Barclaycard & Access accepted

BROOKES ELECTRONICS LTD.
2a Leicester Street, NORWICH NR2 2AS
Tel: 0603 24573

SERVICE AND REPAiR

.*

SPECIAL MAIL ORDER OFFER

Staffed by fully qualified
engineers we coofit FM CB RIGS to cars
and undertake the fitting of plugs to
power mic's to repairing of damaged
rigs. Our engineers are not 'rig doctors',
they are fully trained electronic engineers.

LEGAL FM RIGS

*

FIRST WITH THE BEST

Despite extreme shortage we can offer a
range of FM RIGS from:
INTERCEPTOR - BINATONE - HAM
INTERNATIONAL - FIDElITY - HARRY MOSS _
COLT - LAKE - MIDLAND
So HURRY-HURRY ... Phone 01-7486982
NOW and book 0 set.
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*

MAIL ORDER SERVICE
MOBilE FM RIG 40 CHANNEL
Aerial Slide Mount SWR Meter and Patch lead
£95.00 carriage paid
ORDER NOW SUPPLY IS LIMITED
Also send for our Moll Order list.
enclosing 0 stomped
addressed envelope

BASE FM RIG 40 CHANNEl
Aerial Base Loft Type

&NR Meter and Patch lead
3-5 Amp Power SUP~IY
£110.00 carriage paid

ACCESSORIES
Full range of mobile ana oose station
accessories available from leading
names such os K40 - FIRESTlK - HMP AVANTI - VAlOR - HAM - SIRTEl.
SWR Meters from: £5.95. Slide Mounts
from: £1.95. Aerials from: £4.95. Full list
available. please enclose s.a.e.

*

HAMMERSMITH CB CENTRE
216 KING STREET
HAMMERSMITH
LONDON W6 ORA 01·748 6982
OPEN 7 DAVS A WEEK
To:

I
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A 27FM Portable CB Transceiver

Designed by
Michael Tooley, BA and David Whitfield, MA, M.Sc.
Design philosophy

The first question asked by many
would-be constructors will be, "Could
I build a Ranger?". The basic requirements are: the ability to solder neatly,
a few basic tools, the use of a de volt·
meter, and a complete set of components. With these requirements satisfied, the answer to the question is,
"Yes".
The tools required are: a soldering
iron (maximum 25W or temperature
controlled) with a miniature bit, a
supply of multicored solder, a pair of
long nosed pliers, a pair of good
quality side cutters, wire strippers
(optional), a sharp knife or scalpel, a
small screwdriver, a magnifying glass
(optional), and a trimming tool (which
may be made by filing down a plastic
knitting needle to the correct dimensions). With the tools above and a set
of components, it should be possible
to follow the instructions given af"'ld
successfully complete the Ranger
27FM without any previous experience of RF constructional projects. It
cannot be stressed toO greatly, however, that the recommended printed
circuit board layout must be followed
exactly if predictable results are to be
obtained. Depending on the experience of the constructor, the Ranger
may be built in two to four evenings,
and the testing and alignment in a further one to two evenings, depending
on the time spent and the facilities/test
equipment available.
When care has been taken to check
the identification and orientation of all
components before soldering, and
when the finished pcb has been carefully inspected after completion, few
problems should be experienced; the
majority of problems arise from
wrongly fitted components and poor
soldering (solder splashes and dry
joints in particular).
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The design of the Ranger 27FM
inevitably represents an engineering
compromise between the various
design and performance parameters.
One over-riding design constraint is,
of course, the Home Office Performance Specification for "Angle moduI lated 27MHz radio equipment tor use
in the Citizens Band Radio Service".
Within the limits of this specification,
however, there is plenty of scope for
many different practical implementations of an FM transceiver which will
meet the Home Office performance
requirements. Indeed, it is usually the
case that there will be at least as
many different designs produced as
there are different designers working
on a particular problem!
The main design aim was to produce
a low cost, hand-portable FM transceiver suitable for personal communication. Operation from internal
re-chargeable nickel-cadmium batteries, while involving a higher initial
outlay than for dry batteries, was con'sidered an essential feature for portable use. The life cycle cost of a unit
powered exclusively from dry batteries will otherwise rapidly exceed
the total cost of the equipment itself!
To this end, the Ranger has been
designed with re-chargeable batteries, a mains power supply and automatic battery charging circuits, all
included inside the case. Operation
from an external dc source such as a
12 volt car battery is also possible,
and the NiCads may even be recharged in this way.
The transceiver itself makes use of
integrated circuits in the design wherever possible. This allows a high level
of performance to be achieved at low
cost in the smallest possible space,
while keeping to standard construc-·
tional techniques. Wherever possible,
preset adjustments are kept to a
minimum, with test points provided for
simplifying the alignment procedure,
and readily available components are
used. Careful attention to the design
of the pcb ground plane and the
component layout allows all of the
components except the sockets and
controls to be mounted on one singlesided pcb. The completed design is
therefore compact, repeatable, costeffective and straightforward to align.
The robust case, flexible helical
antenna, integral batteries and loudspeaker, detachable microphone, and
rugged transmitter design all contribute to making the Ranger 27FM a
self-contained transceiver which is
suitable for a wide range of applicati.Jns.

System description

The Ranger 27FM comprises of four
functional modules; transmitter, speech
processor, receiver, and power supply.
Figure 1 shows how these modules
are arranged in the basic transceiver.
In the transmitter, a low frequency
(9MHz) fundamental crystal oscillator
is used to define the output frequency. The speech processor amplifies the microphone signal, provides
active limiting and low pas~ fil!c-rng,
and then adjusts the level to set the
maximum transmitter deviation. The
output of the speech processor is
used to frequency modulate the
fundamental oscillator by means of a
varicap diode. The modulated 9MHz
signal then drives a frequency multiplier stage to produce an output on
27MHz. This 27MHz signal then
undergoes two stages 0: RF amplification to provide an output of around
500mW (RMS) into 50 ohms. A multistage output filter is included in the
path between the pa stage and the
aerial to provide a high rate of attenuation of unwanted spurii. The overall
design of the transmitter features
bandpass coupling between stages,
and this assists in achieving a low harmonic content in the output. The
alignment procedure is simple, with
test points provided for each stage,
and only a simple dc voltmeter is
required to complete the alignment of
the transmitter.
The receiver features a ·conventional superhet arrangement with an
intermediate frequency (if) of 455kHz.
The signal frequency is applied via the
RF amplifier stage to one of the mixer
inputs. The local oscillator drive for
the second input is derived from an
overtone oscillator running at 455kHz
below the signal frequency. The
455kHz if output from the mixer is
filtered to remove unwanted mixing
products, amplified in a five-stage limiter, and then demodulated. The combined if amplifier and demodulator
stage also provides the squelch facilities. Final audio amplification of the
recovered signal is provided by an ic
audio power amplifier. The use of a
high gain amplifier, with its associated if filter, ensures that alignment
of the receiver is a very straight·
forward task, with a minimum of preset adjustments.
Specifications

In designing a piece of equipment
for Citizens Band use consideration
has to be given to meeting the specifications laid by the Home Office.
These are primarily concerned with
the follOWing aspects of equipment
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Circuit description

ment type Of. for simplicity's sake, on
one item only. In this latter case
equipment manufacturers, importers
or assemblers must, from time to time,
carry out subsequent tests to ensure
that the specifications are still being
met. In the case of the Ranger it is
therefore necessary to establish that
not only the performance of the proto·
types conform to the given specifi·
cation but also that individual units be
tested, after assembly, to check that
they also comply with the Home
Office requirements. For this reason
constructors are warned that the

performance:·
(a) maximum power output and
effective radiated power
(b) accuracy and stability of the
transmitted frequency
(c) frequency deviation and bandwidth of the transmitted signal
(d) spurious radiation from the
transmitter and receiver.
In each performance area limiting
values are specified and these should
not be exceeded under both normal
and extreme conditions. To this end
the Home Office require that tests be
made either on a sample of the equip-

specifications quoted in this article
are only likely to be valid for transceivers constructed
(a) using the components, pcb and
enclosure specified and
(b) closely following the constructional details and alignment instructions given.
Any major departure from either the
recommended components or alignment procedure may result in a finished transceiver which not only fails
to perform to the quoted specification but fails to comply with the
Home Office requirements. It should
also be noted that, on any particular
piece of equipment, performance
specifications may be marginally different from those quoted due both to
minor variations in individual components and to alignment tolerances.

The complete circuit diagram for the
Ranger 27FM is shown in figure 2. To
assist in locating a particular corn·
ponent, identification symbols are
allocated distinctly to the transmitter,
receiver and control sections, respectively, of the Ranger. Components in
the transmitter and speech processor
are numbered from 1, e.g. Rl, Cl, IC 1,
etc. Receiver components are num·
bered from 100, e.g. R100, Cl00,
IC100, etc. The control section numbers components from 200, e.g. R200,
C200, etc.
The selection of transmit or receive
is by means of the press-to-talk (PTI)
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Figure 2 Complete circuit diagram

for the Ranger 27FM CB transceiver
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The Ranger
switch on the microphone. When the
PTT switch is not depressed, RL200 is
in the default position, and the
receiver is selected. Depression of
the PT switch energises the coil of
RL200, causing the aerial to be reconnected to the transmitter output,
and de power to be re-directed from
the receiver to the transmitter and

speech processor stages,
An overall block diagram for the
Ranger 27FM is shown in figure 1, and
this will be used as the basis for the
description of the circuit operation in
the sections which follow.
Transmitter

The transmitter output frequency is
defined by a 9MHz crystal oscillator,
the output of which subsquently
undergoes frequency multiplication to
produce a 27MHz signal on the channel frequency. Modulation is applied
directly to the crystal oscillator to
produce frequency modulation of the
carrier.
The 9MHz oscillator stage uses a
bipolar transistor, TR1, configured as
a Colpitts oscillator, whose frequency
is defined by the crystal selected by
S1. A varicap diode, D2, is used to fre·
quency modulate the oscillator. A varicap is a diode whose capacitance
when reverse-biased varies inversely
with the bias voltage, i.e. the capacitance decreases as the bias voltage is
increased. Used in series with the
crystal, the varicap diode increases
the oscillator frequency as the bias
voltage rises. This characteristic is
exploited to allow the audio signal
from the speech processor to modulate the carrier frequency. The deviation characteristic for the oscillator
and modulator working on channel 21
is shown in figure 3. lt can be seen
that the overall transfer characteristic of the modulator is not quite

PE

_-.--

RANGER
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linear, but that the deviation available
is considerably more than is required.
A limited operating range may therefore be chosen over which the
response is linear for the deviation
required (maximum ±2.5kHz). The
maximum deviation allowed by the
Home Office specification corresponds to a swing of ±833Hz on the
9MHz frequency; figure 3 indicates
that the varicap bias could be set to
approximately jinear performance. It
also becomes clear from this graph
that the bias voltage for the varicap
must be stabilised against supply
voltage fluctuations if the carrie·r frequency is to be stable. VR1 provides
the means of adjustment for the varicap bias voltage. and R 1ID 1le 1
stabilise the bias to the diode.
One result of inserting a varicap
diode in series with the crystal in the
oscillator is tGfincrease the effective
series'capacitance, This has the effect
of increasing the frequency of oscillation, and L 1 is therefore included to
compensate for this change by
reducing the frequency. L 1 also provides a fine adjustment for the zerodeviation oscillator frequency.
The oscillator output is taken from
the collector of TR1 to minimise the
loading effects, and the signal is used
to drive the frequency multiplier
stage. TR2 operates as a frequency
tripler in common base configuration.
This arrangement provides a high
power gain and high output impedance, which is required to match to
the output tuned circuit, L2/L3. The
tuned circuit has a high a factor to
ensure that only the third harmonic (at
27MHz) is coupled to the driver stage.
TR3 is a tuned amplifier whose gain
may be adjusted via VR2 to vary the
drive level to the power amplifier. VR2
operates by varying the emitter current flowing in TR3. The tuned collector load for TR3, L4/L5, is arranged
as an impedance step·up to simplify
the matching arrangements; this
type of arrangement is only appropriate for low power applications.
The power amplifier again uses the
common emitter configuration, and
TR4 provides around 10-13dB of gain.
The output is coupled in a similar
fashion to the driver stage, and is
passed to the output filter network,

and then to the aerial. The output
stage is matched to a 50 ohm impedance.
In the transmitter there is extensive
decoupling of the supply rail for all of
the stages. This decoupling, in conjunction with the short connections to
the earth plane, is essential to ensure
stability of the transmitter and to suppress the generations of unwanted
spurii. On no account should the
decoupling be omitted and good
quality ceramic capacitors should be
used throughout; the aim is to produce a supply rail which has negligible signal impedance. Test points
are provided all along the transmitter
chain to assist in the tuning up procedure.
Speech processor

The purpose of the speech pro·
cessor is to convert the input signal
from the microphone into a form suitable for modulating the bias on the
varicap diode in the transmitter oscillator circuit. As has already been
seen, the deviation obtained is dependent on the amplitude of the modulating signal, e.g. figure 3 shows that a
peak-to-peak signal of approximately
6 volts will produce ±2.5kHz devia·
tion at 27MHz. It is important, thereOKlllato,
Frcqu,"('J'
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Figure 3 Deviation characteristic
for the frequency modulator
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THE BEST IN THE WEST
For

K40, TURNER, AVANTI, VALOR, BREMI & LEMM
South Western Agents for Big Jim Antennas
WE NOW OFFER AVAN SALES/DELIVERY SERVICE COVERING THE SOUTH
WEST AS WELL AS OUR NORMAL CASH & CARRY AT RADSTOCK.
IFYOU WOULD LIKE OUR VAN TO CALL ON YOU PLEASE TELEPHONE MIKE
ON RADSTOCK 36168.

COULD YOU BE ACHAN NEL JIVE AGENT?

SOME AREA'S mLL AVAILABLE I~ THE SOUTH WEST
BONA FIDE TRADQl5 PLEASE TELEPHO~E MIKE O~ RADSTOCK 36168

MON· FRIDAY 10.00

a.m.• 6.00 p.m. SAT 9.oo.a.m • 5.00 p.m. SUN·

THE PE RANGER

@B

'BRITlSHMADE
fOR U.K. MARKET

27/81

27FM CB PORTABLE

THE RANGEB CB rig has been
designed to fit the new legal Home
Office specification, and starts oft as
a hand held unit complete with
aerial, mic., and rechargeable batteries.

{('lEGALISATION 1)
SPECIAL OFFER
6CH BUILT AND TESTED

£64.95

(INC. VAT + £2.95 P.P.

£127/matched pair
(INC. VAT + £5.90 P.P.)
This offer price includes rechargeable

batteries, mic.• aerial, mains lead.
Extra channels £2.25 each 'i;. 50p P.P. + VAT
Extra aerial&t£3.95 each "+ SoP P.P. + V.A.T.
(Postage free with kit)
Tuneable Whip aerial magnetic or permanent
car' amount {state which}
Permanent £13.95 - P.P. £1.00 + VAT
Magnetic £15.95 - P.P. £2.00 + VAT
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The unit plugs into the mains, 12V
ca( outlet, or runs on built-in re·
chargeable batteries (built-in charger).
Up to 5 miles range in town to keep in
touch with family and friends.
SPEC.
R.F. Power Output %·1 Watt
AF (internal speaker) Y2 Watt
Modulation: FM: freq. 27.6MHz·28MHz
(CB Bandl (excellent speech quality)
No. of channels (max): 6
Fully protected against bad aerial
connection.

Coming soon ...
Base/Mobile Add·On Unit
to give 4 Watts
- 40 channels (January 19821

•

ISAE FOR FURTHER DETAILS)
PHQII( VOU'l ACCtSS61\RCLAVCAAO ORDlA fOR F-,l.ST l>lA .... ICl

.....~.. . ...

KITS ALSO AVAILABLE 2 CH
£49.95 (INC. VAT +£2.95 P.P.)

IP,o,ec, lIe.c"b." ,n
P'KI'C.1 e I...,lron.c•. Se",

I~:,!~

Utitifmp Products Ltd.
rk Drive·.Baldock,SG7 6EW. Telephone, Baldock (0462) 894848.
CB
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HAVE MOVED THEIR RETAIL & WHOLESALE TO NEW & LARGER PREMISES

20c SELSDON ROAD. SOUTH CROYDON. SURREY
COMMUNICATICIN
ANTEN~:; :

o
•
•

•
•
•
CB CENTRE

•

,~,

01-680-4503

SIRTEL"

WE BUY DIRECT FROM ABROAD & CUT OUT THE MIDDLE MEN

DIRECT IMPORTER

AND PASS THE SAVINGS ON TO YOU

~

DIRECT IMPORTER

So to promote this success we are offering for a limited period
K40 Speech Processor Mike £29.95
This price includes VAT + P&P
You can order and pay by Access & Barclaycard

C
B
C CBC •

CBC

•

CBC

•

CBC •

C

•
C
•
•
C

B

APPROVED
DISTRIBUTOR

CBC •

B

C

LEGAL FM RIGS NOW IN S T O C K - - - - - - l

·HAM

C

B

We are now K40's Main Distributor for their products throughout the
south of England

FULL RANGE OF C.B. ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE
FOR FREE CATALOGUE SEND A S.A.E.
INTERNATIONAL HELP & ADVICE GIVEN ON ESTABLISHING NEW CB OUTLETS
WHOLESALE ENQUIRIES 01-680-4503

•

C
C
B

CBe c

COMMUN!CATIONS
EQUIPMENT
• SUPPLIERS

CTVR [TO

High Power Walkie Talkies
5 Watts Input! 6 Channels!
These strong metal case walkle talkies are not toys. but professional
quality equipment for reliable communication.
They operate on 29.860MHz. free from the 'skip' signals that occur on CB

sets.
One channel crystal is fitted - others are available.

we

hove obtained ranges of up to 45 miles in open country.
Please note: Range in built-up areas will vary greatly depending on
conditions at the place of use.

look at these features:
** Battery
Signal strength meter
condition check
** External
power socket
External charge socket (for use with NiCads)
** Any
Takes 8 x HP? batteries
of units can be used together
* Size number
approx 10ln x 3Y2in x 2Y2in
Price £49.95 per unit (£99.90 per pair) Inc. VAT 8< post
NiCad rechargeable batteries available. £12.95 per unit
Power and charge unit (will run unit from mains or charge up
NiCads)
£5.95 Inc. VAT. (not Iicencable In UK)

CTVR Lld, 64 Castlegate, Grantham, Lines Tel: 0476 66869
Callers welcome

Also available over-the-counter at:
CB CIty. 85 Ashlll Rood, Ash, Aldershot
BUllelgh CB, 48 BUllelgh Slreet. Cambridge
CB CIIy, 37 Queens Rood, High \oVycombe
Morksmith Autosoles, Corlton HilI. Notfm
CaCIIy,1 Reading Rood,Chlnehom, BoslngslokeGeolf Cox, Butterly HUI, Rlpley
CB Unlimited, 1 Homllton Court, WeslboUme CBC, 20e Sslsdon Rood, Cloydon
021 Rodio, 590 BrIstol Rood, Ssl~ook, B'hom LondOn CB Centre, 614 Green Lone, Goodmoyes.
Essex
Mobile Telecoms, 5e The Povement SI Ives,
Hunts
Chelmer CB, Duke Shee!, Chelmsford
London Area trode enquiries.: AsIOldom, Sulton Parode, Chulch lone, HendOn Tet: 01·203 5102
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The firs'
8rtt:lsh licence?
bsued on i9 OCtober
to CB Radio """sulnc
four doIys before ICSIUu,lon

Yes, that's quite correct, we did
cover this subject last month. However, with anything new there will
always be a considerable amount of
rumours spreading wildly. Like: "Clause
10 is about to be activated," or "Oh,
yes, those IiCen~things. I got one in
onth. Funny things
CB Radio last
those, I took i't the Post Office and
they charged e £40. They stuck a TV
stamp on it s now I don't need a TV
licence. My CB one covers that as
well!"
Go ahead an laugh. It could just
happen to you!

But seriously
The CB licence will cost you £10 for
three sets and £ 10 for each additional
three sets. The form has provision for
up to 15 sets and then a separate box
for quantities over 15.
To et.sure that you receive the
correct stamp on your licence check
that it bears the lettering CBR1 in the
centre with the wording CB LICENCE
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FEE PAID curving round in a U shape.
This stamp is a mustard colour with
CBR1 reversed out in white and CB
LICENCE FEE PAID printed in brown.

Licence conditions
The licence covers the installation
and use of FM equipment that conforms to MPT 1320 and MPT 1321.
Such equipment should be recognisable by the now famous CB 27/81 or
CB 934/81 circles, which should be
embossed or engraved on the sets.
With the licence provision is made
for more than just one person to
operate under its authority. Any member of the licensee's household who
normally resides with the licensee at
his usual place of abode may operate,
or:
Any employee of the licensee acting
in the course of the licensee's
employment, remember this could
cover 15 or more sets, or:
Any person who hires the apparatus
from the licensee for a period not
eyceeding 28 days.

Having allowed quite a varied and
possibly large amount of people to
operate under the same licence,
there's a little get out: "This licence is
not transferable".
The apparatus shall be so designed,
constructed, maintained and used
that its use does not cause any undue
interference to wireless telegraphy
As we said last month, this paragraph
is slightly vague although most will
interpret it for their own needs. Just
what qualifies as undue interference
will remain to be seen.
The apparatus and this licence shall
be available for inspection on demand
by a constable or a person acting
under the authority of the Secretary of
State.
I am sure that some constables
and/or "persons acting under authority" will interpret this into doorstep
phraseology, i.e.: "Let me in, I wish to
inspect your CB equipment". However,
consulting with several solicitors on
this subject, it would appear that
normal rights of entry to your
premises will still apply. Namely, that
to gain access a search warrant would
still have to be obtained. Therefore
anyone asking to see your licence
should be made to remain on the
doorstep whilst the equipment and the
licence is brought out for their
inspection, off your premises.
This is perhaps the most worrying
terminology of the licencing conditions, as it does give an official an
easy excuse to gain unauthorised
entry without the licencee realising
his consent or a search warrant is
necessary. Equally, in reverse, how
will the constable know if the set he is
shown, with the licence, is the same
set as is normally operated?
The next sections on the licence are
relatively straightforward and do not
need reiterating here. Finally, Section
10, "that rumour," states that to
revoke or change the conditions of
the licence or anything else pertaining
to CB need only be made in an
announcement to all CB licence
holders. This is obviously the ultimate
get out and means that absolutely
anything could happen. You still
would not need a new licence even if
the conditions or frequency changed
totally.
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article, we are offering you the chance
to win a legal 27 FM transceiver.

The Schedule

The first British licence

Once more, as this was covered last
month we will only pick out the
important points not already mentioned in the Conditions.
Power is restricted and obviously
anything other than in accordance
with M PT 1320 or M PT 1321 is illegal.
The Antennae: this section is perhaps the most important. Many people
are under the misconception that
antennae also need to be stamped as
CB 27/81 ir CB 934/81. This is
incorrect.
Any legal antennae shall not exceed
1.5 metres (4ft 11 in) with a single wire
rod or element, which is base loaded.
The actual wording that practically
everyone has missed is "overall
length of the antenna, excluding the
loading call, shall not exceed 1,.5

On Thursday, 29 October, four days
before legalisation. we took one of the
hundreds of application forms from
one of our mags and nipped into our
local Post Office. The licence appli,
cation form was neatly filled in and a
crisp £ 10 note was handed over. It
was as simple as that and there we
were licenced.
NOW here is the chance for ardent
readers of CB Radio who picked their
copy up early and took the licence
insert to a Post Office.
DO you have a duly stamped and
fully paid licence issued before 29
October?

metres".

COULD you be in possession of the
very first CB licence? If so, then send
a photostat of your licence to us along
with your name and address. Detail
where you purchased the licence and
answer these two Questi,ons.
a) What is Licence Condition 1
according to the Home Office Licence
CB01?
b) According to our article last month,
what possible relation to Buzby could
be licenced?

The next part of the Schedule will
probably be the most blatantly
flaunted. For 27MHz, if the antenna is
over 7 metres above ground level or
10 metres for 934MHz then a 10dB
attenuator shall be fitted. This must be
provided by the manufacturer and is
incorpor-ated on all legal FM sets.

Now the contest
In the first of a series of contests
which. as opposed to taking up a page
themselves. will be incorporated in an

As ees lhe normal way ofthJngs Uke dls, we Is gona
keep de rules simple. we reserve de right to doclde de
wInner In de evenl of der beln more don one firSI
IIcencel Okay.

Mr Lane. of Orlxfon. Could he have the ffrst

Hcence? So for In our book he does.

tll" I.. «)111) 1~ll
SI)I~(~'l'l .. ()I~ 1]1~ll
This 5 amp fused and
earthed, 3-core wired
power supply yours for
only £16.95 inclusive.
Nothing else to pay.
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/\'Iandle,
'{our \'lame 20/MdresS,
'{our \'lame

1,,1

~

M'jIOwn,

£\8

England
I\CIUal size

rotOU~,,"~
150 I'

esize ?rin\ with order
a\i\fe or sam
Send a colour neg
d slor deli\fel'/
se\fen a'l
Please alloW

00 IQ( nega\\IIe
5% \I 1\1.
11 charge 01 £~ 2. p..\\ ?rices ?Ius
Plus a one-~ nac\<.ing 50?
postage an ~
Send cheque/P.O./money order
payable to ColOlwave Processing Laboratories Ltd. to:

COLORWAVE, P.O. Box 23, Colorwave House,
Grove Road, Ore, Hastings, Sussex TN35 4JZ Telephone 0424-441058/433425

STARTR/GHT
ON LEGAL FM/CB
with top quality brands
BINATONE
GRANDSTAND
MIDLAND
AMSTRAD
COLT
*

MAJOR NATIOJUl IIUO NUES AT SAME PRICES AS INFERIOR UIIIUNOEO PRODUCTS.

* fUll GUUAIHHO fOR IZ 1I0NTHS.
* NO OlJlUlE MONEY UCX GUAUNTEE.
* All SUPPLIED WITH EASY INSTAlUTION INSTRUCTIONS. FiniNG m

[Pi~~PPIV- -

I

I

I
I ..

ADDRESS

LICENCE APPLICATION FORM.

* CHOICE OF GUTTER MOUNTING 1t6.9SI OR MAGNETIC ANTENNA It I1.95) -

NO DRIlliNG.

* EVERYTHING YOU NEED 10 be ORe Dl the fiRST 10 TRANSMIT LEGALLYII
* GRANDSTAND USE STATION - l" 111i11l11e i, hRle 'ut ni1at229,9S + PP&I tUO

295@

£67~-l

._.. _sets Binalone Speedway@£72.95
sels Amstrad 900 @ £77.95
Antenna @ £6.95 or £1-1.95 Inc. P & P

I
I

. ......................•...

.

_..

.

.........•.

. ...

1

·1
I

r enclose ChequefPO value C payable 10 Marginplan Lld 'Readers Account'
l!\ccesstBarcJayeard holders phone (0532) 668453 quoting your Account Number

i~MARGINPLANLTD~ II

IL

Unit 39 AVIQsomQ Avenue. Leeds LS8 188.

============
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NAME

I
t8 JUGON GUIDE Id

sets Midland 200 I @ £69.95
........sels Grandstand Hawk @ £74.95
Post. packing 8 insurance@£1.95perscl

I.. . . .

Pleose ollow 28 days for delivery

~~
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Distributor Enquiries To:
P.C. Box 157, Aylesbury Bucks.
Aylesbury (0296) 34456

£~

-BASE
::;"--AND PORTABLE
ANTENNA
ALSO AVAILABLE 1.5 METRE LONG

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NO RADIALS • NO GROUNDPLANE
9AS.ANTENNA
NO CUTIlNG. FIELD TUNABLE - 27·29 MHZ
EASILY ASSEMBLED, ONLY 18FT LONG
SWR BETIER THAN 1.5:1 • PL 259 CONNECTOR
IDEAL FOR PORTABLE OR TEMPORARY USE
COLLAPSES DOWN TO 1 METRE (APPROXl ~"'"
BANDWIDTH BETIER THAN 1 MHZ
BASE EARTHED FOR STATIC PROTECTION '''''~:,~r,'''
HELPS REDUCE T.V.!. • LOW WINDAGE
MAX POWER NOT LESS THAN 300W p.e.p
BRITISH MADE

E28

----------------.,
C.B. RADIO COMMUNICATIONS LTD. P.O. Box 157, Aylesbury. Bucks. ,

Please send me
superlance antennaIS).
I enclose cheque/postal orderfor£

,

ADDRESS

,

POSTCODE

\

in

NAME

L

UAvallableonlVffom.

,

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~~~iiiiii~ijiiiSh

or by post from:

C.8. RADIO COMMUNICATIONS LTD.

66Carr House Road,

C.B. RADIO COMMUNICATIONS LTD.
P.C. Box 157.AVlesburv. Bucks.

••'•.9".d."'.'d·iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Distributors required for

MANOR KESTREL CB
Genuine CB radios to British
Home Office specification
MPT 1320 FM 40 (not AM
conversions).

** GUARANTEED
LARGE MANUFACTURING CAPACITY
DELIVERY DATES
* GOOD PROFIT MARGINS

PERSONALISED
SWEATSHIRTS

Applications invited from established radio, electrical and
motor distributors for wholesale and retail sales.

& Tee Shirts printed
with your own design
Minimum Quantity only 25
send TODAY for iIIustratitle leallet
MASTER TEE, NAIL ORDER DIVISION
DEPT. 55 FREEPOST, HORWICH,
NR33BR. Telephone (0603} 619411

MANOR NATIONAL LTD. ICB)
OXFORD ROAD, MANCHESTER M13 OJD
Telephone: 061 225 3070
CB Radio December B1
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Government
Blunders
Now that 27FM

cn

is legal. will it ever really be legal?

Prior to November the 2nd and the
availability of FM CB licences, CB
tranceivers bearing the CB 27/81
identification mark complying to MPT
1320 were openly available in more
than one major high street shop, like
at every Dixons throughout Britain!
With other existing CB outlets
selling all the rigs that they could lay
their hands on, it was soon apparent
that 27FM would not be occupied only
by pirates and licenced testers for
long, new breakers started to appear
rapidly.
Thus it came to pass that our fine
upright truly British CB service that is
designed to be legal, started its life,
illegally!

the Government turned to the
relevant Civil Servants, the same civil
servants that were there earlier and
had advised labour to say no.
It was therefore inevitable that any
forth coming suggestions would be
negative and thus the CB chess game
started 'civil servants' v 'the public'
with the Government as the players
on one side and the members of
Parliament on the other.

Bureaucratic Bunglingl
All too often the Government is
blamed for the mistakes of the
faceless civil servants making or
advising on decisions pertaining to
CB, or for that matter any other
subject.
These mindless morons blunder
around with sheer ignorance of the
task they should perform, little
knowing nor caring how to research
the subject or how best to judge the
consequences of their suggestions.
The sad part is that they are
shielded from blame, no accusing
finger points directly at them and no
one quotes them for their successes
or their failures.
Quite honestly the whole handling
of the CB subject has been bungled
from start to finish.

Political Background
Citizens Band Radio and the
possibility of its inception in Britain
was first discussed not long after the
second world war. The answer at the
time was not surprisingly no, it could
be a serious breach of national
security.
Much later in the mid seventies the
subject was raised again and a Labour
Government said no, Labour was of
. the opinion that CB could cause civil
disorder and unrest.
Finally in 1980 a Conservative
Government said yes Britain would
have a public radio frequency. That
was the first step, taken as a result of
pressure from various members of the
House. Seeking advice on the subject
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so on with Lo Lo channels, Hi
channels, Hi Hi channels, Mid
channels, CEPT channels 10 watts, 5
waits, 4 watts, 2 watts and half a watt,
not to mention the myriad of other frequencies available with PLL adaptions.
In short all he has to go on is an
unimaginative circle with CB 27/81 in
a plain type style screened on the
casing! For the uninformed public aCB is a CB Is a CB.
Who should he blame if he
unknowingly purchases a non 27MHz
FM transceiver bearing a CB 27/81
mark? The Government for not being
more inventive with their identifi·
cation, himself for not being a tech·
nical wizard, or the opportunist who
sold bJ.m t.he set?
The irony that follows this is that
although the Government have laid
down a specification that 27 FM legal
transceivers 'must' comply with, the
sets need not be approved, checked
or tested in order to be imported,
manufactured or sold. Top this with
the fact that one legal transceiver we
tested was transmitting 4 K.C's off 1re·
quen~l!!

Stale Mate?
The game is far from over and at
present almost everyone is dissatis·
fied with the play so far. (In the
following read 'civil servants' for the
word Government).
The Public for the non CB, interference
is a problem and one that will not go
away. The owner of a television or
stereo hi-fi that suffers from interference doesn't understand that it's
not totally the CB'ers fault.
Now he will suffer worse for 27FM
will still interfere, only now the CB'er
may be perfectly legal, and within
their rights to transmit.
In truth present and previous
Governments are to blame for not
farseeing the possible problem, nor
acting on it now and demanding that
imported or manufactured consumer
or industrial electronics equipment·
has suitable 27MHz filtering!
The Public Possible or future CB
operators wishing to purchase or
offered a set will find it hard to
differenciate between 40 channels
27MHz AM, 40 channels 27MHz FM,
40 channels 27MHz with SSB, 40
channels 27MHz channels AM, 40
channels 27MHz Le channels FM and

The Existing CB'ers
Without him there would undoubtedly be no legal CB at alii Yet he is
cast aside as a total criminal, given no
incentive to hand in his existing set,
no amnesty, no opportunity to export
his equipment, no chance to regain
any partial cost towards a legal CB
and no option but to continue the fight
or give his AM set a miss and turn
legal. Either way it costs him more
money and either way he still has an
AM set to revert to if he tires of legal
FM with only 40 channels.
His only crime is one of wishing to
communicate via the airwaves, if FM
had existed two or three years earlier
he probably would have never
considered AM. Who should he blame,
himself for he was aware of the
illegality, or the Government for
imposing or not updating its outlook
on the radio spectrum soon enough .
The Police Out of all the official bodies
they have the hardest task, for they
have to enforce almost unenforceable
laws. Illegal CB operators mobile
prior to legalisation were no real
problem apart from their numbers.
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over 7 meters (23 feet) from ground
level and secondly that you did not
have the attenuater switched in, or
thirdly that you were even transmitting through that antennae!
The Conservative Party Unfortunately
they are left with egg on their faces, it
is the 'party that ends up with the
backlash, loss of votes, disfavour and
its the party that gets labelled as
making the blunder not the civil
servants.

A Prediction for the New
Year
Within 1982 ammended licence
regulations will allow the use of other
forms of antennae.
Within 1982 the restriction on
attenuation will have to be lifted, it is
unenforceable.
Within 1982 the subject of allowing
an officer or person acting under the
authority of the Secretary of State into
a home to inspect a CB installation
will cause great debate

Cherwynd House, Chesterfield, Derbyshire, the CD licensing offices.

Sufficient powers exist to stop a
vehicle, suspect contraband and ask
the owner-occupant to accompany
the officer, failure to oblige and arrest
for obstruction could easily follow.
Now the officer will have to decide if
the CB set is a legal FM, an illegal AM
or anything else.
Before legalisation this task was
hard enough, after all you can't
expect every officer to know the
difference between a radio telephone,
a private mobile radio, a commercial
communications radio a citizens band
radio or an amateur radio. Remember
that all he has to go on is that CB
27/81 mark, or he might just be able
to use a Rigalizer (it tells the
difference between AM & FM) if he
takes the vehicle and its occupants to
the station.
Then if the officer decides it is a
legal set and not just a pseudo FM
with a 27/81 mark, he will have to
discern as to whether the antenna in
use is legal. One now has to ask if he
will have a tape measure or a pre
determined length of cord, for the
antenna must be a base loaded single
wire rod or element not exceeding 1.5
meters in length (4 fo~t 11 inches).
If he manages to make tne correct
decision and decides it is a legal set
being used with a legal antenna, the
officer must now ask to see the
licence. This licence must be carried
by the operator and available for
inspection by a member of Her
Majesty's police force or any other
person duly empowered and acting
under authority of the Secretary of
State.
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So far you could be forgiven for
thinking the officers task is simple, but
wait it gets harder!
The licence covers the use of three
transceivers or multiples thereof up to
fifteen by the licensee, or:
a). Any person who resides with the
licensee at the licensee's usual place
of abode.
b). Any employee of the licence acting
in the course of the licensee's
employment.
c). Any person who hires the
apparatus from the licensee for a
period not exceeding 28 days.
Now assume that as an employer I
licence 15 sets and fourteen
members of my staff each have a set
installed, then subject to b) they will
be acting in the course of the
licensee's employment.
So how the hell can the licence and
the apparatus be available for
inspection on demand by a constable
or a person acting under the authority
of the Secretary of State? Confused?
Not half as much as the poor
constable who stops one of my
employees in Scotland will be!
But wait it gets even better if the
officer visits your home base if you
read The Schedule NO.3 Antennae
section c) it states that with an
antennae mounted for 27MHz in or on
a structure at a height above ground
level exceeding 7 meters a 10 db
attenuater shall be fitted.
Apart from the fact that after
switching in the 10 db attenuater all
transmitting ceases! How will a
constable firstly tell if your antenna is

Within 1982 the penaity for
operating illegal AM equipment will be
increased.
Within 1982 the interference
complaints caused by 27MHz will
double, these complaints will be from
both AM and FM CB transceivers.
By the latter part of 1982 or during
1983 another CB service will be
announced to align with the European
Economic Community (assuming we
are still members).
Just prior to this Britain will fight to
make the European Standard Citizens
Band, the new 27 FM and lose.
By the end of 1982 the whole question of public access to airwaves and
transmitting will be causing great
debate and interest.
.
At some time in 1982 the Radio
Amateurs Society will denounce
CB'ers and proclaim they have
usurped their authority by pirating 28
to 29MHz.
At some time in 1982, 934MHz and
possibly 27MHz iegal FM will have
additional channels added to them
increasing their usership.

Placid Acceptance?
Before you get the wrong
impression it should be remembered
that British FM CB does work and
gives good operator usability.
It is not the CB system that is
useless it is the way in which the
subject has been handled and
instigated.
If you have a question or a query on
licencing the enquiry address is CB
Licensing Unit, Chetwynd House,
Chesterfield, Derbyshire 849 1PF.
If you have an opinion an argument
or a conflicting peint of view you
should write·to your local MP.
To find out his name phone 01-219
3000 between 9.30 to 5.00pm. Then
address a letter to him cIa The House
of Commons. London, SW1.
If you can't be bothered then placid
acceptance is your choice!
JOH
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The 1982
CB Show
(National 10-4 Day) by CB Radio Magazine
Many of you will remember last
year's National 10·4 CB exhibition
with a mixture of horror and delight.
This year we intend to make amends
by offering breakers the opportunity
to attend the most ~xciting and professional CB exhibition ever to be
staged.

room for well over 100 stands and we
confidently expect exhibitors ranging
from manufacturers, wholesalers and
retailers of CB radio equipment, radio
telephones and radio equipment.

Wembley Conference Centre

Not content with just presenting to
you the best in equipment and accessories, we will be providing a separate
events hall which will feature video
games of the Invaders ilk, a bar, a
separate supervised children's play
area, music and plenty of room to sit
and chat. This hall is approximately
5,000 square feet in area and will be
totally devoted to fun and relaxation. A
real day out for all the family.
Various competitions will take place
on each day of the show both in the
main halls and in the Eyeball 20, with
valuable prizes for the winners.

After trying to cram 17,000 people
into a hotel room the size of an
elongated matchbox we have booked
.the Wembley Conference Centre in
London for "The 1982 CB Show" by
CB Radio Magazine. The Conference
Centre has excellent bar and catering facilities which will be available
throughout the duration of the event.
Car parking facilities are ample and
the Centre itself holds up to 3,000
people at anyone time (four times the
capacity of last year's event). There is
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9, 10, 11 April
The 10th of April is the anniversary
of the first legal CB transmissions
being made in America on that day in
1947. Anyone quick enough mathematically will have worked out that 10
April 1982 is the 35th anniversary of
that occasion. Celebrate with us,
whether you be an AM or FM breaker.
Come to Wembley over Easter '82.

At our lost show

over £1.500 was
raised for the

Otsa_

Inf.,nOf~oI

Y.ar of the

75 tickets or oYer

£1.25 each.

100 tickets or over

£ 1.00 each.

Price on the day

Cl

The entrance price will be £2 per
person per day on the door, so it will
be beneficial for you to organise a
party booking and pay in advance.

..'

OAP's and the disabled
People who can produce docu·
mentary evidence of either being an
Old Age Pension or disabled will pay
£1 and there is no need to book in
advance.

Entrance Charges
"The 1982 CB Show" will be good
value for money. We are offering substantial discounts for group bookings
made in advance. The following prices
apply only to bookings made before
10 March 1982.
25 tickets or over

50 tickets or over

£1.75 each.

£1.50 each.

Express entrance
We will have a separate express
entrance for people in possession of
advance tickets which Old Age
Pensioners and the disabled will be
able to use. People buying tickets on
the day will have to queue in the nor·
mal way.

Children
We welcome children to the "1982
CB show" and if you are under the age
of 12 you will get in for half price (£1).
Infants under the age of three will get
free admittance.

Facilities for the disabled

Advance booking
conditions

Wembley Conference Centre is a
modern building and as such is well
equipped with ramps, lifts and suit·
ably designed toilets. These facilities
make us able to offer a full welcome to
people in wheelchairs as well as the
able bodied.

Advance tickets are sold at a flat
rate regardless of the user, Le., adult,
child, etc. Therefore having purchased a discounted quantity of
tickets additional children, etc., may
gain entry with the party through the
express entrance at the £ 1 rate.

Please send me
tickets, which are valid for anyone of the three days.
We are hoping to come on 9/10/11 April (delete where necessary).

Name ...........••..•.•...•...•....••...•...•...•...•...
Address .....•........•.............•...•...........

I enclose a cheque/PO for £

.

Please make cheques/PO's payable to CB Radio
(Exhibition).
Return to CB Radio Magazine Ltd., Tudor Works,
Beaconsfield Road, Hayes, Middx. UB4 OFL.
Tel. No

.
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DEAlER

Citizens Band Centre

Legal Rigs

West London
We've Got You

Cove~

Everything you'll need to
get on the air,
Yes EVERYTHING!
SWR'S-BASEANTENNASMOBILE ANTENNAS -

Aerial Centre. Accessories
Communications Specialists
TV and FM Stereo Aerials Installed
All accessories DIY from our shop

POWER SUPPLIES· P. A.
HORNS - RECEIVERS ETC.

Legal Rigs Available
Installation &
Repair Specialists

SADELTA MICROPHONES
NOW IN STOO<. •••••

AcrON CB CEN1RE
17 Old Oak, Common Lane,
AOON,

LondonW3
Tel: 01-743 S306

PDS AERIALS
1 WINDMILL PARADE
GEORGES HILL
WlDMER END
HIGH WYCOMBE

High Wycombe 711769
• ~ ... ~
Marlow 73219
.... _"",uno'·
..
ALER
_,,~. ,'I-. Lurr/RISEO OE
."",
AUTHO

1_,,-'"

~e~all\i.~5;"":'J~~~
'N..~""'U"HORISED

DEAl.ER

R. T. C.

A

CB RADIO ----- AMATEUR RADIO
HOBBY COMMUNICATIONS
OVEll 1,000 Hq FEET OF SHOWBOOM

BASE S'.l'.AnON INSTALLION
SPECXATJST

SPECIAL OPElUNG OlTER
ON AN:L'ENlVA ROTOBB
We Now Btock The
BEVOLUTIONAllY

SADELTA
MICROPHONE RANGE
CALL IN AND SEE US AT

R. T. C.
148/149 Manchester Road,
SWIN DON Wills

70

Tel: Swindon 34136

SOUND
AROUND
CAR RADIO .Al\TD STEBEOS
SUPPLIED, J!TI"I'ED & :REPAIRED

01-5755030
SOUND AROUND FOR
ALL YOU :REQUIBE IN CB
OR IN CAR ENTERTAINMENT

CB ACCESSORIES
SOUND AROUND
114 RUISLlP ROAD
G:REENFORD
MIDDLESEX
Cl CB Ra4.l.o.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTS
10 PtnCC pc;rwOf'd. (Ho minimum or maximum.) Display bolles £13 pcr 20mm depth (maximum 50 words per
20mm ckpth). Payment must be sent in advance with order, along with your name and add~55.
BllfAKlR BREAK Good Buddy, 10·12. Learn CB Slang
with Hypnosis, all you golla do is gel horizontal
with your cassette tape and improve your memory.
Other tapes available on relaxation, slimming, how
to stop smoking elc. £5 each, postage inclusive.
Irene Ramsden. 8FT, Therapist, Bic Aid Healing
Centre. 10 SI Thomas Street, Penryn, Cornwall.
Penryn 72411.
10/4 ROGER SLEEP latest microchip circuitry, simply
fitted to any rig in minutes. Fully tested and guar·
anteed. £4.99 post free. CheQue/PO to AARON
ELECTRONICS, 43 Gourlay Street, Kircaldy, Fife.
(0592) 703401 Trade enQuiries welcome.

EYEBALL
T SHIRTS & SWEATSHIRTS

£3.25/£4.99
YOUR HANDLE
PRINTED FREE!
IN FLOCK LETIERING

phone FAGINS
on RYE 5140 (STD 973)
with your requirements

DISCOUNT ON BULK
MORSE CODE TUITION AIDS. C.90 Cassette 12
w.p.m. for amateur radio examination. Morse Key
and Buzzer unit for sending practice. Cassette
(including booklets), £4.75. Morse Key and Buzzer.
£4.75. Prices Include postage elc. MH ELECTRONICS (Dept 7), 12 longshore Way, Milton,
Portsmouth P04 8lS.
AMAZING ELECTRONIC PLANS. laser - super powered, burning, CUlling, rifle, pistOl, light shows, ultrasonic force fields, satellite, TV, super giant lesla,
solid state rocket, super fireworks, surveylance,
many more. Catalogue 75p. PLAN CENTRE, 16 Mill
Grove, Bllbrook, Codsall, Wolverhampton.

CB FOR BEGINNERS
The BEST recording available for the
beginner or experienced Breaker.
This lP cassette tells you in simple language
lVEIlYTHING YOU HE£O TO KNOW
TO MAKE A IREAI(
Approved by many Breaker clubs
Price £3.50 including PIP
MINDPOWER RECORDS (BBM)
3 CANONS FIELD
WELWYN, HERTS AL6 OOB
GUILDFORD CB have UK specs transceIvers NOW for
the best deals on accessories, AM and FM. From
our enormous stocks. Sae for list, 34 Aldershot
Road, Guildford. 0483 77550.
Cl TElEPHONE link £25.00. CB 27MHz FM 40 channel de luxe rigs, built to Home 011 Ice specifications. direct Irom factory to you £43.00 plus VAT.
Sae for details. Ex-rental telephone answering
machines £49.00. Johnson Eleclronics, Star Warehouse, Chalk Farm Road, NW1. 01·286 6119, 014853918.
BARGAINS: 1I5ClI07S £1.40. TA7205 £1.99. Plus CB
accessories. P&P 50p. Electrocare, 179 High
Street, Northallerton, N. Yorks.

EYEBALL BADGES

CHOICE OF
,..,. """ , STYLES
1'--'-1
I
~

I
I
.T_ . . .

g,." """

$ION MAN

,_-.(TT[Jl1IWMIT[-M..O.l:~

WMIU-1Il0
WMn[-. .VI

~~:=~

ENGRAVED ON
tl..Ul-_T(
LAMINATED PLASTIC ~:~;:~

~ COLOUR8 AVAlLABLE·OOI..o-·...., u

I~T"1E STYLE REoo.-P~NT YOUR HANDLE

75p • SA E
BROMlEAH ENGRAVED SIGNS.
ASBOTS BROMLEY.
LOUIl!O ACTION
HR. RUGELEY. STAFFS. WSl538T
8R£AJ<ERS CLUBS: be recognised. UK-made CB club
sweatshlrts printed with your individual club badge
or name. Black, navy, red. denim, green, S. M, l. Xl
only £5.95 inc. p&p. Minimum order 25. Send
skelch and wording with your cheque/PO and
name and address 10: Burbage Textiles, UnJl lC.
Stapleton lane. Barwell, leicestershire.
CB REPAIRS, mosl rigs and accessories available.
Good colour teles from £65.00. Friendly afjvice.
Plasllc Pig, 4 Wells Park Road, Sydenham, london, SE26, 01-291 1435.
EYEBALL, EYEBALL, eyecatching personalised 55 mm
diameter button badge. Hand drawn and lully col·
oured. Send only £1.00 cwo. NF, 67 Yniscedwyn
Road, Yslradgynlais, Swansea SAg 1BH.
Silt

Suo CHEOUE/P.O. FOR
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wm.

CB Radio December B1

CB CAR8AOGES with CB logo and your handle. Ready
to jit £3.50 post paid, cwo. SAE for lIIustralion.
colour choice. etc. Also lapel badges with handle
55p + sae. Golden Key. 9-11 High Slreet. Sheerness, Kent ME12 lNY

PLASTIC MEMBERSHIP
CARDS

preprinted from £4.00 per 100,
tailor-made from £ 16.00 per 250.
CB log books £1.10. Big Dummy's
Guide £2.95. Screwdriver Expert's
Guide £2.95. CB'ers' Bible £2.95.
All post free, send sae for lists.

sandhurst Publications
49C Yorktown Road, Sandhurst,
camberley, Surrey GU17 7AG
THE CB MODIFICATION. HANDBOOK IS crammed With
previously unpublished up-to-date information on
the world's most common CB radios. Everything
from 'a few extra channels' to lull-house pirate conversions covering over 5MHz. Information Includes
slides, broad banding, 5KHz steps. increasing
power, etc. An absolute must lor any serious pirate
or DX·er. Price £ 11 including registered airmail.
The linear Ampliller Handbook has 13 complete
sets 01 transistor amplifier plans. HF, VHF, UHF.
from 15 watls to 1,000 watls. Complete parts lists,
circuit descriptions, component layouts and lullscale printed circuit negatives. £ 12.00 including
registered airmail. This is not a rip off. We guaran·
tee delivery. (We've been at the same address
since 1969. We're not planning any sudden trips 10
Brazil wllh your money). If sending cash, use registered mall for your own protection. South Pacific
Radio, PO Box 500, Fortitude Valley, Queensland.
Australia 4006.
~HEY, WANT to protecf your rig?" Want to protect
your handle? Turn to page 15 and read aboul
CBHR

WHAT'S

YOUR HANDLE,
BUDDY?

GOOD

Have a screen visor printed with
your personal handle_
Individual £2.50 each + 25p p&p
Clubs min. order
10 £2.00 each + 75p

Visor colours l/green, d/green, blue, red.

One colour print.
Cheque/PO with order to

~ EXACTL Y LIKE A

~1'~lll·!;II;.

Same Jil', sh• .,. & .... \MiIIl

Li!iS!lIJO

CREDIT CARD

Printed ."y coIou,

~()'VL~""

INCLUDING DESIGN.
f.'b.OOper 100 ARTWORK. SETUP.
~:E SAMPLES & PACKING, POSTAGE.
ORDER FORM: phone 0344 - 84455
Ot

QSL CARDS

CB
CLUB CARD

""file 10

{);JI•• P,.... fICS. 1I3l,uomt¥ Bf;,dnrll 8e'~5

QUALITY LEATHER belts, brown or black. Handles or
slogans stamped on. Please send cheQue or postal
order of £6.50, stating waist measurement, to G.
Haines. Compron House. Mariners Drive, Sneyd
Park, Bristol eS9 lQJ.
SEND YOUR country flag with your next OSlo Union
Jack, Irish tricolour. St Andrew's cross or the Welsh
flag. IV!" x 1" on sticks. 50 lIa9s £2.90 inc p&p.
Send cheque/PO to Wilcur Enterprises, 35
Woodview, Pinecroft, Douglas, Cork, Ireland.
OVER 100 channefs from your straight 40 rig with the
amazing 'Channelisers'. Simple to lit, send circuit
diagram for your specific rig. Goodies for multi·
band rigs. Extra bands (super low, super high. etc.)
£9.95. Continuous tune between channels control
(sh1lt) £9.95. low power facility £4.95. Send dia·
gram and exact requirements. S. Firth. 24 Grasmere Crescen!. High lane, Stockport. Cheshire.

'.
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are you a switched on
CS'er? DXer? aS~er?
SPECIAL RUBBER STAMPS lor
CB'er•• OX'.r, and QSL'ers-a

chol(:e of dUll"' Iv"lable to

add a personal touch 10 your

correspondence elc. Phone or
write lor 'ree sample sheet of

deSigns available. B,g dl.counts
lor quantity orders, also ClUb
This;, . . .mple 01 11 CB emblems made ID yDur des1anstemp "om OU'l3ngB at we can dO the artwork, just send
£:2'30 jne VAT, poS! & pkg us a sketch,

NORWICH RUBBER STAMPS LTD. (0603124407
111 EADE ROAD' NORWICH' NR3 3EP

1I7MKl C8 TRANSCEIVER. BUild your own f1v~-mlle
range two-way transceiver (subject to Home Office
licence). Printed circuil board. PCB overlay. Circuit
diagram. Electronic components. Components list.
Conslruction plans. £17.95 each + SOp p&p. Vox
switch (voice operated). Ready for us. NOT A KIT.
£14.50 + 35p pap. Mike Dean CB, 29A Oakmead
Road, london, SW 12_
SWITCH TO FM with our add-on circuit board. Furt
mounting kit including switch £11.50 or sae lor
details Irom Bingham and Broadhead, 43 Station
Road, Chapellown. Sheffield S30 4XE_
EMBROIDERED CLOTH BADGES. Made to order. Sui!able for any sport or activily. 3%" diameter. black
background - CB club - darts team - lea~ue. etc.
(around the perimeter) - CB handle - player s name.
etc. (in the centre). Top quality. Washable. No mini·
mum quantity. Send £1.50 per badge. 2/3 weeks'
delivery. Plastic pin on eyeball bad~e 85p. Binders
Badges. 3 Abbey Passage, SpaldlOg PE11 100
(0775/5834).

John Owen Ltd.

2 Whin gate, Leeds 12, W. Yorks
PLASTIC MOULDING. Capacity available to 30z. Shol

~~~7bruS~~t~UII~:ir~0:a~~d~~7,dOs;u~~PIl~~r~~~:

Middlesex HA2 ORU.
DO YOU QSL? Our QSl rubber stamps are a must for
all good OX'ers. Also individual designs made to
order. Sae for list. M ann M Rubber Stamps. 10 Tol·
carne Road. NewQuay. Cornwall TR7 2ND.
GUILDFORD CB Wholesale Cash ana Carry. JM+2
mikes £13.30. DV27 £3.10. Power supplies £6.99.
Slide mount t 1.30. largest stocks, lowest prices,
IC's componenls. 0483 77550.

MAKING - NOT
BUYI NG BUTTON
BADGES SHOULD BE
YOUR OWN
BUSINESS
WM. 0' phone 10' d.,.lIs
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Super Full Colour Eycboll Iodg.
Your Own HIIndlc Emboucd In

·UO·auE·or· ....CX·
ONLY £1.00 EoclI- polt 1ft.

I,om ENTERPRISE PROOUCTS
97, Kenmoor Way, Chapel Park,
Newcaltle upon Tyne. NE5 1 UB,
C8IlADIO REPAIRS. Repairs to most rigs, burners and
accessories. We also stock rigs and accessories
and pller technical advice on your needs. A good
range of colour TVs are avallable from £60. Access
and Barclaycard taken. Sydenham TV Cenlre. 4
Wells Parks Road. Sydenham, SE26.01-291 1435.
EYEBALLS, EYEBALLS, EYEBALLSI Sensational new lun
craze 10 celebrate legalised CB! Real BREAKERS'
EYEBAllS car mascots! Eyeball your good
buddies - surprise the seat cover! SEEIN' IS
BElIEVIN'1 A REAL ,EYE OPENERI A wunderbar
Christmas gift! Exclusive to use - cannot be
obtained elsewhere! Handmade, safe and hygenic.
All colours supplied. Send only £4.50 'or
your pair 0' "BREAKER'S EYEBALLS", p&p free!
State colour - Roger? Also available - hilarious "CB
Cyclopse", the one·eyed wonder £3 pap freellT'S
GOTTA BE SEEN! Discounts for CB clubs, sae for
del ails. Trade enquiries welcome - top line for
garages - toy, CB, custom stores. Everybody wants
an eyeball, don't be seen without onel Fayblack
Designs, 7 Balfour Road. lIford, Essex IG 1 4HP.
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APPOINTED DISTRIBUTORS FOR
HMP. ANTENNA SPECIALISTS.
KHI. ALPINA. EURATRONIKA.
ALBRECHT EDGEWORTH
ELECTRONICS.

NOBODY SELLS FOR
LESS THAN CUSTOM
EQUIPE
.
Look at other importers
prices, if you can buy
the same product for less
than our list price,
PROVE IT!
Then we will not just equal
their list price we will cut it!
Thus making it IMPOSSIBLE to
buy cheaper in the UK.
Specie' offer•••cluded

BULK ORDER DISCOUNTS ON APPLICATION

DISTRIBUTORS OF TELCO
PRODUCTS. AVANTI. TURNER.
MIDLAND. HAM MASTER GC
ELECTRONICS. ZETAGI. CTE
BREMI. CB MASTER. HAM
INTERNATIONAL AND MANY
OTHERS

TRADE WAREHOUSE

over 44,000 square feet packed with
stock,
at:3BGARoNERSCRESEN~EoINBURGH.

SUPPLIERS TO THE TRADE
AT THE LOWEST UK PRICES

TRADE ENQUIRIES
TO OUR WAREHOUSE AT:-

38 GARDNERS CRESCENT,
EDINBURGH.

,,,
0""'"

133 FOUNTAINBRIOGE EDINBURGH
EH3 9QG TEL. 031-229-8830
TElEX 721053 OMTECH G TRADE SUPPLIES
CUSTOM EOUIPE
131 FOUNTAINBRIDGE EDINBURGH
.mmuni""'"
EH3 9QG TEL. 031-229 BB3D
, OHE
RETAil SALES
129 FDUNTAINBRIDGE EDINBURGH
EH3 9QG TEL. 031-229-B2D2
RETAil - MAil ORDER
MTEtH

-$

C

OMTECH I.O.M. Ltd.

+ Ass.Co.s

In one year our K4Q. antenna
has become the largest selling
CB antenna in the W'orld!
tit's more
expensive •••
9S suggested retail
£

Z9.

vat included

And when you
pay more,
you expect more!
MORE PERFORMANCE:
The K40 is guaranteed to
transmit further or receive
clearer than any antenna it
replaces. We know it will.
We've tested it with 771
CB'ers just like you for one
year.

MORE FLEXIBILITY:
You can fit your K40 to any
mounting surface. It will fit
any vehicle you'll ever ownl
That includes choppers, dune
buggies, gutters, mirror
mounts, luggage racks, trunks,
hatchbacks, through roofs,
semis, pick ups and RV's.

MORE QUALITY:
Ifs not imported. Ifs not
made in Taiwan, Korea or
Japan. Ifs American made in
an American t()lNn. It's made
with better materials that
cost more and by professional people we pay more. And
we designed it
in the U.S.A.
Including option·
al mounts at extra
6

cosl

2. It's made 3. It's proven
better•••

. .• Here's what the leading
U.S.A. CB publications said.
CB TIMES: "... ifs not often that a product bursts onto the market scene, dominates and improves CB'jng for everyone. American
Antenna and the K40 are doing it-repeated tests showed the K40
could out-perform the major competitive brands."
RADIO ELECTRONICS: "The results of our tests showed
that, in three different positions of the monitoring receiver, the
model K40 e uaJed or out- rtormed the corn titive antenna.
Apparen y. rnencan ntenna s a ertlslng 15 not mere y Madison
Avenue showmanship."

PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS: "... an impressive
95% of the Irials, the K40 out-performed the existing mobile antennas. We had to try one for ourselves.
"
. in every case, the K4Q either equaled or out-performed its
competitor.
"No ifs, ands, or buts! The K40 Antenna from American Antenna would have to
be just about the best ante"'ii'iii'iround.
CB MAGAZINE: "Introduced in October, 1977, the K40 quickly became the
top seller and in mid 1978, became the number one selling antenna in the nation."

••• Here's what CB'ers all
across the U.S.A. said.
ANTENNA SPECIALISTS: "... truck driver and CS'er for
10 years ... 50% further than my M410 'Sig Momma'."
-J.H. CoIett. 207 McFee, BasJrOp. LA

AVANTI: "I'm an electronic technician with a Second Class
FCC license ... I was able to transmit 70% further and tune
the SWR 75% lower than my Avanti."
-N.R CUffO, liRa. MOtIsetram. 0.67. sah$, Puerto Rico

PAL: ".

20% better in transmission and
reception than my 5/B wave Pal Firestik."
-JohnABAim,

8ox4.6.Z.~PA

SHAKESPEARE: " ... I've been a CS'e, for
three years and the K40 is the best "ve ever
had. Better in reception and transmission than
my Shakespeare."
-H.8«hen.Jr~ '5KingRd.,Parlc~.NJ

HUSTLER: "Compared to my HusUer XBLT4, the K40 can consistenUy transmit 40%
further and the reception was better. The K40 is
the perfect way to complete a CB system."
-JelOlfle R. 8Iown. 7600 S. Ulder,

••• This
Antenna
is so
DYNAMITE
pg receive a

best!

BurtoMllr, ...

